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Executive summary
We are continually dealing with the pressure of social challenges in contemporary society that
challenge us to acquire specific skills and knowledge. Students and adult learners have the
greatest potential to face these challenges and we feel that they should be provided with the
support they need to be successful. One of the most efficient ways to provide support is
through the organisation and running of various competitions, facilitating learning spaces in
which students and adult learners can share their ideas.
According to our view, the social impacts represent changes in the following categories:
-

“people’s way of life – that is, how they live, work, play and interact with one another
on a day-to-day basis;

-

their culture – that is, their shared beliefs, customs, values and language or dialect;

-

their community – its cohesion, stability, character, services and facilities;

-

their political systems – the extent to which people are able to participate in decisions
that affect their lives, the level of democratisation that is taking place, and the
resources provided for this purpose;

-

their environment – the quality of the air and water people use; the availability and
quality of the food they eat; the level of hazards or risk, dust and noise they are
exposed to; the adequacy of sanitation, their physical safety, and their access to and
control over resources;

-

their health and wellbeing – health is a state of complete physical, mental, social and
spiritual wellbeing and not merely the absence of disease or infirmity;

-

their personal and property rights – particularly whether people are economically
affected, or experience personal disadvantage which may include a violation of their
civil liberties;

-

their fears and aspirations – their perceptions about their safety, their fears about the
future of their community, and their aspirations for their future and the future of their
children.”1

The aim of the booklet is to present different competitions and courses as best practices and
case studies, in order to encourage enterprising individuals to make significant and
outstanding contributions to social entrepreneurship.

1

Source: Vanclay, F. 2003 International Principles for Social Impact Assessment. Impact Assessment
& Project Appraisal 21(1), 5-11. http://dx.doi.org/10.3152/147154603781766491
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The first part of the booklet is about the contributors that participated during the research
process and provided the dataset for the research.
Following the introduction to the research, the booklet provides a short description about the
evaluation system. The model for evaluating the identified practices and cases focused on the
following dimensions and activities:
-

organisation of the competitions and courses,

-

recruitment of participants,

-

implementation of the competitions and courses,

-

dissemination,

-

feedbacks received and,

-

increase in the number of individuals/teams/organisations participating in the
competition compared to previous years.

The evaluation criteria were based on the sum of the given scores divided by the number of
indicators, where scores were given.
Since both qualitative and quantitative methods were applied during the evaluation of the
research results, the booklet broadly discusses both the quantitative and qualitative results.
We present 12-12 examples of best practices and case studies, as well as 3 courses on social
entrepreneurship and innovation.
In the conclusion of the booklet we propose a concept to support the organization of highly
competitive international competitions.
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Vezetői összefoglaló2
Folyamatosan kell foglalkoznunk a jelen társadalom szociális kihívásaival, amelyek arra
sarkallnak minket, hogy specifikus képességekre és tudásra tegyünk szert. A hallgatóknak és a
felnőttképzésben tanulóknak van meg a legnagyobb esélyük arra, hogy szembenézzenek ezen
kihívásokkal, és úgy véljük, hogy támogatásra van szükség abban, hogy sikeresek legyenek. Az
egyik leghatékonyabb módja a támogatásnak a különböző versenyek szervezése és rendezése,
oktatási módszerek és helyek elősegítése, ahol a hallgatók és a felnőttképzésben tanulók
megoszthatják ötleteiket.
Értelmezésünk szerint a társadalmi hatás a következő tényezőkben bekövetkező változást
jelenti:
-

-

-

-

„emberek élete – ahogy élnek, dolgoznak, játszanak és kapcsolatba lépnek egymással
nap, mint nap;
a kultúrájuk – a megosztott hiteik, szokásaik, értékeik és nyelvük, vagy dialektusuk;
a közösségük – annak kohéziója, stabilitása, karaktere, adottságai;
a politikai rendszerük – annak tartalma, ahogy az emberek részt vesznek az életüket
érintő döntésekben, a demokrácia szintje, és az erőforrások, amelyek ezeket a célokat
szolgálják;
a környezetük – a levegő és a víz minősége, amit az emberek használnak, az elérhetősége
és minősége az ételnek, amit esznek, veszélyek, kockázatok, por és zaj hatás szintje,
aminek ki vannak téve, testi biztonságuk, hozzáférésük és a kontroll szintje az
erőforrások felett;
egészségük és jóllétük – az egészség nem más, mint az ember fizikai, mentális, szociális
és spirituális jólléte és nem pusztán a betegség vagy gyengeség hiánya;
a személyes és vagyoni jogaik – gazdaságilag érintettek, vagy személyesen
megtapasztalnak olyan hátrányokat, megkülönböztetést, amely megsérti a
szabadságjogukat;
félelmeik és aspirációik – a biztonság értékelése, a közösség jövőjével kapcsolatos
félelmeik, és a jövőre vonatkozó aspirációik és gyermekeik jövője.”1

Az információs füzet célja, hogy különböző versenyek és kurzusok legjobb gyakorlatait és
eseteit mutassa be, annak érdekében, hogy ösztönözzék a vállalkozó egyéneket arra, hogy
szignifikánsan és kiemelkedően hozzájáruljanak a társadalmi vállalkozásokhoz.
Az információs füzet első része bemutatja az összeállításban résztvevő partnerek
hozzájárulásait, és a kutatás alapadatait.

2

Executive summary in Hungarian
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A kutatás bevezetője után a füzet rövid leírást ad az értékelő rendszerről. Az azonosított
gyakorlatokat és eseteket értékelő modell a következő dimenziókra és tevékenységekre
fókuszált:







versenyek és kurzusok szervezése,
résztvevők toborzása,
versenyek és kurzusok végrehajtása,
disszemináció,
visszajelzések és,
az előző évhez viszonyítva a versenyeken résztvevő egyének/csoportok/szerveztek
számának növekedése.

Az értékelési kritérium az össz-pontszámon alapult, amelyet az indikátorokra adott pontszámok
arányában osztottunk szét.
Mivel mind kvalitatív, mind kvantitatív módszerek alkalmazásra kerültek a kutatási
eredmények értékelése során, így az információs füzet részletesen tárgyalja a kvalitatív és
kvantitatív eredményeket is. 12-12 jó gyakorlatot és esettanulmányt mutatunk be, valamint 3
társadalmi vállalkozással, innovációval kapcsolatos kurzust is.
A füzet összegzésében javasolunk egy olyan koncepciót, amely segíthet egy versenyképes
nemzetközi verseny megszervezésében.
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Samenvatting3
We gaan voortdurend om met de druk van sociale uitdagingen in onze hedendaagse
samenleving. Deze uitdagingen dagen ons op hun beurt dan weer uit om specifieke
vaardigheden en kennis te verwerven. Studenten en volwassen cursisten beschikken over het
grootste potentieel om aan deze uitdagingen tegemoet te komen. We vinden dan ook dat ze
ondersteund moeten worden om succesvol te zijn. Een van de meest efficiënte manieren om die
ondersteuning te bieden is door de organisatie en het uitvoeren van verschillende wedstrijden
en door leeromgevingen te faciliteren waarin studenten en volwassen cursisten hun ideeën
kunnen delen. De sociale impact vertegenwoordigt, volgens ons, veranderingen binnen de
volgende categorieën:
-

-

-

-

-

-

3

'Mensen manier van leven - dat wil zeggen hoe ze leven, werken, spelen en interageren
met elkaar op een dagelijkse basis;
- hun cultuur - dat wil zeggen hun gedeelde overtuigingen, gewoontes, waarden en taal
of dialect;
- hun gemeenschap - haar samenhang, stabiliteit, karakter, diensten en faciliteiten;
- hun politieke stelsels - de mate waarin mensen kunnen deelnemen aan besluiten die
hun leven beïnvloeden, het niveau van democratisering die plaatsvindt en de middelen
die hiervoor zijn verstrekt;
“mensen hun manier van leven – hoe ze leven, werken, zich ontspannen en in interactie
gaan met elkaar op dagdagelijkse basis;
hun cultuur – hun gedeelde overtuigingen, gewoontes, waarden en taal of dialect;
hun gemeenschap - de samenhang, stabiliteit, aard, diensten en faciliteiten:
hun politiek stelsel – de mate waarin mensen kunnen deelnemen aan besluiten die hun
leven beïnvloeden, het democratiseringsniveau en de middelen die hiervoor
beschikbaar zijn;
hun omgeving – de kwaliteit van de lucht en het water; de beschikbaarheid en kwaliteit
van het voedsel; het risiconiveau van stof en geluid waaraan blootgesteld; sanitaire
voorzieningen, fysieke veiligheid en hun toegang tot en controle over de middelen;
hun gezondheid en welzijn – gezondheid is een toestand van volledig lichamelijk,
mentaal, sociaal en geestelijk welzijn en slaat dus niet enkel op de afwezigheid van
ziekte of zwakte;
hun persoonlijke en eigendomsrechten – in het bijzonder of mensen economisch
getroffen worden of een persoonlijk nadeel zoals een schending van hun burgerlijke
vrijheden, ondervinden;
hun angsten en ambities – hun opvattingen over hun veiligheid, hun angsten over de
toekomst van hun gemeenschap en hun ambities voor hun toekomst en de toekomst van
hun kinderen.”1

Executive summary in Dutch
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Het doel van deze publicatie is om verschillende wedstrijden en cursussen voor te stellen als
goede praktijkvoorbeelden en casussen, om zo ondernemende individuen aan te moedigen om
belangrijke en uitstekende bijdragen aan sociaal ondernemerschap te leveren.
Het eerste deel gaat over diegenen die een bijdrage leverden aan het onderzoek en de
onderzoeksgegevens verstrekten.
Na deze introductie, biedt deze publicatie een korte beschrijving van het evaluatiesysteem. Het
evaluatiemodel van de geïdentificeerde praktijken en casussen focuste op de volgende
dimensies en activiteiten:
-

organisatie van de wedstrijden en opleidingen,
werving van de deelnemers,
implementatie van de wedstrijden en opleidingen,
promotie,
feedback die ontvangen werd en,
hoe het aantal deelnemende individuen/teams/organisaties verhogen.

De evaluatiecriteria zijn gebaseerd op de som van de gegeven scores gedeeld door het aantal
indicatoren waaraan een score gegeven werden.
Aangezien zowel kwalitatieve als kwantitatieve methodes werden toegepast tijdens de analyse
van de onderzoeksresultaten, worden in deze publicatie zowel kwantitatieve als kwalitatieve
resultaten besproken. We stellen 12 voorbeelden van beste praktijken en casussen en 3
opleidingen omtrent sociaal ondernemerschap en sociale innovatie voor.
In de samenvatting van deze publicatie stellen we een concept voor om de organisatie van
competitieve internationale wedstrijden te ondersteunen.

9
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Resúmen ejecutivo4
Estamos continuamente luchando con la presión de los retos sociales en la sociedad
contemporánea que nos llegan a adquirir habilidades y conocimientos específicos. Los
estudiantes tienen el mayor potencial para afrontar estos desafíos y creemos que se les debe
proporcionar el apoyo que necesitan para tener éxito. Una de las maneras más eficientes de
proporcionar apoyo es a través de la organización y ejecución de competiciones, facilitando
espacios de aprendizaje en los cuales los estudiantes puedan compartir sus ideas.
Según nuestra opinión, los impactos sociales representan cambios en las siguientes categorías:
-

-

-

-

"el modo de vida de las personas - es decir, cómo viven, trabajan, juegan e interactúan
entre ellos en el día a día;
su cultura - es decir, sus creencias, costumbres, valores y lenguaje o dialecto
compartidos;
su comunidad - su cohesión, estabilidad, carácter, servicios e instalaciones;
sus sistemas políticos - la medida en que las personas pueden participar en las
decisiones que afectan sus vidas, el nivel de democratización que se está produciendo
y los recursos proporcionados a tal fin;
su entorno - la calidad del aire y el agua que las personas usan; La disponibilidad y
calidad de los alimentos que comen; El nivel de peligros o riesgos, la polución y el
ruido a los que están expuestos; La adecuación del saneamiento, su seguridad física y
su acceso y control sobre los recursos;
su salud y bienestar - la salud es un estado de completo bienestar físico, mental, social
y espiritual y no sólo la ausencia de enfermedad o malatías;
sus derechos personales y de propiedad - en particular si las personas están
económicamente afectadas, o experimentan desventajas personales que pueden incluir
una violación de sus libertades civiles;
Sus temores y aspiraciones, sus percepciones sobre su seguridad, sus temores sobre el
futuro de su comunidad y sus aspiraciones para su futuro y el futuro de sus hijos ".1

El objetivo del folleto es presentar diferentes competencias y cursos como ejemplos de mejores
prácticas y estudios de casos, con el fin de alentar a los individuos emprendedores a hacer
contribuciones significativas al emprendimiento social.
La primera parte del folleto trata sobre los colaboradores que participaron durante el proceso
de investigación y cómo proporcionan el conjunto de datos para la investigación.

4

Executive summary in Spanish
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Después de la introducción a la investigación, el folleto proporciona una breve descripción
sobre el sistema de evaluación. El modelo de evaluación de las prácticas y casos identificados
se centran en las siguientes dimensiones y actividades:
-

organización de los concursos y cursos,
reclutamiento de participantes,
realización de los concursos y cursos,
difusión,
los comentarios recibidos y,
aumento del número de personas / equipos / organizaciones participantes en la
competición en comparación con años anteriores.

Los criterios de evaluación se basaron en la suma de los puntajes dados, divididos por el número
de indicadores, donde se dieron los puntajes.
Dado que tanto los métodos cualitativos como cuantitativos se aplicaron durante la evaluación
de los resultados de la investigación, el folleto analiza ampliamente tanto los resultados
cuantitativos como cualitativos. Presentamos 12-12 ejemplos de mejores prácticas y estudios
de casos, así como 3 cursos sobre emprendimiento social e innovación.
En la conclusión del folleto proponemos un concepto para apoyar la organización de
competiciones internacionales altamente competitivas.
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Zhrnutie5
Neustále sa zaoberáme výzvami súčasnej spoločnosti v sociálnej oblasti, ktoré nás vyzývajú k
získaniu špecifických zručností a vedomostí. Študenti a mladí ľudia majú najväčší potenciál
čeliť týmto výzvam a cítime, že by im mala byť poskytnutá podpora, ktorú potrebujú na to, aby
boli úspešní. Jedným z najefektívnejších spôsobov, ako poskytnúť podporu, je organizácia a
realizovanie rôznych súťaží, poskytnutie priestorov na vzdelávanie, v ktorých môžu študenti
a mladí ľudia zdieľať svoje nápady.
Podľa nášho názoru sociálne dopady predstavujú zmeny v nasledujúcich kategóriách:
-

-

-

-

- "spôsob života ľudí” - to znamená, ako žijú, pracujú, hrajú a navzájom si navzájom
komunikujú;
- ich kultúra - to znamená ich spoločné presvedčenie, zvyky, hodnoty a jazyk alebo
dialekt;
- ich komunity - ich súdržnosť, stabilita, charakter, služby a zariadenia;
- ich politické systémy - rozsah, v akom sa ľudia môžu podieľať na rozhodnutiach, ktoré
ovplyvňujú ich život, úroveň demokratizácie, ktorá sa uskutočňuje, a zdroje poskytnuté
na tento účel;
- ich životné prostredie, - kvalita vzduchu a vody, ktorú ľudia využívajú; Dostupnosť a
kvalita potravín, ktoré jedia; Úroveň nebezpečenstva alebo rizika, prach a hluk,
ktorému sú vystavené; Primeranosť hygieny, ich fyzickú bezpečnosť a prístup k zdrojom
a kontrolu nad nimi;
- ich zdravie a blahobyt - zdravie je stav úplného fyzického, duševného, sociálneho a
duchovného blahobytu, nielen absencia ochorenia alebo slabosti;
- ich osobné a majetkové práva, najmä to, či sú ľudia ekonomicky negatívne zasiahnutí,
alebo majú osobnú skúsenosť s obmedzením, ktoré môže zahŕňať porušenie ich
občianskych slobôd;
- ich obavy a túžby - ich vnímanie bezpečnosti, ich obavy o budúcnosť komunity a ich
snahy o budúcnosť a budúcnosť ich detí. "1

Cieľom brožúry je priblížiť rôzne súťaže a kurzy ako najlepšie postupy a prípadové štúdie s
cieľom povzbudiť podnikavých jednotlivcov k významnému a mimoriadnemu príspevku k
sociálnemu podnikaniu.
Prvá časť brožúry približuje účastníkov, ktorí sa zúčastnili výskumného procesu a poskytli
súbor údajov pre výskum.
Ďalšia časť brožúry je tiež venovaná účastníkom a hovorí o tom ako sa zúčastnili procesu
výskumu a poskytli súbor údajov o výskume.

5

Executive summary in Slovak
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Ďalej brožúra poskytuje stručný popis systému hodnotenia. Model hodnotenia určených
postupov a prípadov zameraných na tieto dimenzie a aktivity:
- organizovanie súťaží a kurzov,
- nábor účastníkov,
- realizácia súťaží a kurzov,
- diseminácia,
- prijaté spätné väzby a,
- návrhy na zvýšenie počtu jednotlivcov / tímov / organizácií zúčastňujúcich sa súťaže
v porovnaní s predchádzajúcimi rokmi.
Hodnotiace kritériá vychádzali zo súčtu daných bodov vydeleného počtom ukazovateľov, v
ktorých boli udelené body.
Keďže počas hodnotenia výsledkov výskumu boli aplikované obidve kvalitatívne a
kvantitatívne metódy, v brožúre je rozdiskutovaná oblasť kvantitatívnych aj kvalitatívnych
výsledkov. Prinášame 12-12 príkladov najlepších postupov a prípadových štúdií, ako aj 3 kurzy
o sociálnom podnikaní a inováciách.
V závere brožúry navrhujeme koncept na podporu organizácie medzinárodných súťaží
zameraný na oblasť sociálnych inovácií.
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Sažetak6
Suočeni smo s pritiskom društvenih izazova i to zahtijeva specifične vještine i znanja. Studenti
i odrasli učenici imaju najveći potencijal da se suoče s tim izazovima stoga ih trebamo podržati.
Jedna od mogućnosti za njihovu podršku je organiziranje natjecanja i prostora za učenje gdje
studenti i odrasli učenici mogu razmijeniti svoje ideje.
Prema našem mišljenju, društveni utjecaji se odnose na promjene u slijedećim kategorijama:
-

-

„način života ljudi – to jest, kako žive, rade, kako se igraju i komuniciraju s drugima
na dnevnoj bazi
njihova kultura – to jest, njihova zajednička uvjerenja, običaji, vrijednosti i jezik ili
dijalekt
njihova zajednica – njezina kohezija, stabilnost, karakter, usluge i sadržaji
njihovi politički sustavi - opseg u kojem ljudi mogu sudjelovati u odlukama koje utječu
na njihove živote, razinu demokracije i resursa
njihovo okruženje – kvaliteta zraka i vode koju ljudi koriste; dostupnost i kvaliteta
hrane koje jedu; razina opasnosti ili rizika od prašine i buke kojoj su izloženi;
adekvatnost sanitarne zaštite, njihove fizičke sigurnosti i njihov pristup i kontrola nad
resursima
njihovo zdravlje i blagostanje – zdravlje je stanje kompletnog fizičkog, mentalnog,
društvenog i duhovnog blagostanja, a ne samo odsutnost bolesti ili slabosti
njihova osobna i imovinska prava – posebno ako utječu ekonomski ili proživljavaju
osobne hendikepe kao što je kršenje građanskih sloboda
njihovi strahovi i težnje – njihove percepcije o sigurnosti, strahovi o budućnosti
njihove zajednice i njihove težnje za budućnost i budućnost njihove djece“1

Cilj ove knjižice je predstaviti natjecanja i tečajeve raznih tipova kao najbolje prakse i studije
slučaja kako bi potaknuli pojedince da stvore nešto drugačije i izvanredno na području
socijalnog poduzetništva.
Prvi dio knjižice govori o tome kako su suradnici sudjelovali u istraživačkom procesu te pružili
set podataka za istraživanje.
Nakon uvoda u istraživanje, knjižica daje kratak opis o sustavu evaluacije.

6
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Model evaluacije utvrđenih praksi i slučajeva usmjeren je na slijedeće dimenzije i aktivnosti:
-

organizacija natjecanja i tečajeva,
regrutiranje sudionika,
implementacija natjecanja i tečajeva,
diseminacija,
primljene povratne informacije i,
povećanje broja pojedinaca/timova/organizacija koji sudjeluju u natjecanju u odnosu
na prethodne godine.

Kriteriji ocjenjivanja temeljeni su na zbroju dobivenih rezultata podijeljenih s brojem
indikatora.
Budući da su tijekom procjene rezultata istraživanja primijenjene kvalitativne i kvantitativne
metode, knjižica općenito govori o kvantitativnim i kvalitativnim rezultatima. Prikazujemo 12
primjera najboljih praksi i studija slučaja kao i 3 tečaja o društvenom poduzetništvu i
inovacijama.
U zaključku knjižice predlažemo koncept potpore organizaciji visoko konkurentnih natjecanja.

15
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Information on partners
University of Pannonia – Faculty of Business and Economics
The Faculty of Business and Economics, University of Pannonia, the first of its kind in
Hungary, received the Higher Education Quality Award in 2008 in the category of Organisation
Unit. With this honouring award the Faculty was recognised as the best in Hungary reaching
outstanding results in the complex evaluation of education activity, research performance, value
creating processes and in the services provided to clients – students, partner organisations and
companies.
In January of 2014 the Faculty reached an important milestone; it became a member of the
AACSB International (The Association to Advance Collegiate Schools of Business).
Membership is a valuable resource of the development of the Faculty, making international
contacts and world-wide reputation. The accreditation means competitive advantage that
influences our Faculty’s market position, members, staff and students as well.
One of the main strategic objectives of the Faculty is to enter the international scene of higher
education with widening its portfolio of foreign language academic programmes; offering
bachelor’s, master’s and postgraduate programmes in English. The Faculty has a recognised
and powerful Doctoral School, in which our excellent professors lead research groups in the
field of economics, business and management. In 2012 the first issue of the Pannon
Management Review was published, managed by the Faculty, which is today the only
management journal in Hungary written in English. The Faculty aims this journal to become
worldwide acknowledged and recognised within some years.
Website: http://www.gtk.uni-pannon.hu/fooldal/
CVO Antwerpen (Belgium)
CVO Antwerpen is an Adult Education Center with several campuses in and around the City
of Antwerp in the Flemish region of Belgium. CVO Antwerpen is one of the largest centers for
adult education certified and funded by the Flemish Government.
It organizes more than 950 modular daytime and evening courses per year. These courses are
clustered around:
 courses for immigrants (Dutch as a second language, ICT, other languages);
 formal Vocational Education and Training at the level of secondary education (Second
Chance to Learn, potentially leading to a diploma of secondary education in the domains
of general administration, welding and multimedia graphics);
 higher professional education (accounting, architectural draftsman, ICT);
 a range of language courses (Chinese, English, French, German, Italian, Portuguese,
Russian and Spanish);
 entrepreneurial training courses, maritime training, welding, courses in application
software and cooking.
CVO Antwerpen offers an increasing percentage of its courses as blended learning. the center
is, was and remains a leading player in the introduction of different types of distance learning
using e-learning platforms, developing interactive content (learning objects), multimedia and
video recording, social software, automated evaluation, mobile learning … The centre employs
16
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a team of ICT-staff and course designers to support the implementation of its distance
education.
The main campuses offer an open learning center, providing facilities for intake and advisory,
self-paced
study,
counseling,
individual
tutoring
and
study
groups.
CVO Antwerpen also subcontracts for external partners (e.g. the regional employment agency,
secondary schools) and is providing formal education to inmates in the Antwerp penitentiary.
CVO Antwerpen has identified immigrants, prospective entrepreneurs and older learners as
priority target groups for its vocational education and training.
Website: http://www.cvoantwerpen.be/home/
Universitat Rovira i Virgili, URV (Tarragona, Catalonia, Spain)
The URV was created in 1991 and it has a studentship of almost 15,000. From the very first
day its aim has been very clear: to place knowledge at the service of society so as to contribute
to the social and economic development of its environment.
Social and cultural changes have opened the doors to a new framework in which our students
and future workers are obliged to interact in Europe. At the URV we train professionals under
the precepts of European harmonization, a key factor for opening the doors to a world of work
without frontiers. And we do so by providing a full range of educational possibilities with more
than 40 undergraduate courses and 50 master’s degrees (many of which are interuniversity) and
an extensive doctoral program.
Various rankings and reports show that the URV is not only one of the leading universities in
Catalonia but also one of the leading universities in the European area for the quality of its
teaching, its commitment to continuous training and the excellence of its research, development
and innovation.
The Faculty of Business and Economics and the research group FHOM
The Faculty of Business and Economics’ expertise is key in the topic of social entrepreneurship,
in terms of research, teaching and outreach. In terms of research, the group FHOM (Human
Factors, Organisations and Markets) is made up of members that study various aspects of ethics
in business. In terms of teaching, business students are encouraged to choose social oriented
topics for their final year projects or Masters projects. These projects are linked to our outreach
program “The Market for Social Projects”, where different local social institutions present their
needs and initiatives for students to be interested and involved in. This is part of the “Learning
and service” strategic line of the URV. The FEE is conscious that social entrepreneurship
involves the social but also the business aspect. In this regard, the faculty has a specific Chair
on Entrepreneurship to provide the technical tools related to undertaking entrepreneurship
projects.
Website: http://www.urv.cat/en/
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Europa Consortium (Hungary)
Europa Consortium Regional Development Non-profit Ltd. is a non-governmental organisation
committed to developing its region on both social, economic and environmental levels. The
Organisation has a well-established network with local, regional and national stakeholders.
Through its cross-border and transnational projects, it is capable to effectively address and
include a large number of professionals and to communicate information on various initiations.
The headquarters is located in the City of Nagykanizsa, Hungary, about the same distance from
four capital cities: Budapest, Wien, Ljubljana and Zagreb.
Key fields of institutional excellence are: education, social innovation, nature and environment
protection, supporting low carbon society, smart communities, sustainability.
Horizontal competences: quality assurance/control, dissemination and communication
activities in EU projects, sustainable development (environmental perspective), EU
administration and financial knowledge, capitalization activities, organization of events.
The organisation has supported a number of national and international projects in various fields,
among others in that of entrepreneurship, social innovation, education, nature and environment
protection, tourism and development projects. Our colleagues have a long track of experience
in EU funded projects: FP6, FP7, CIP-IEE, LIFE, HU-HR IPA, SEE, Interreg-Danube,
COSME, LLP, ERASMUS+, etc.
Website: http://europaconsortium.eu/
BIC Group s.r.o. (Slovakia)
BIC GROUP has been active on the consultancy market since 1993. The roots of BIC Group
were established in 1991 when representatives of European Business and Innovation Network
(EBN) visited Slovakia in order to establish the first Business Innovation Center in our country.
In 1993 the mother company of Business Innovation Center BIC Group was set up.
Our mission
Our mission is to support enhancement of innovation activities in Slovakia by integrating
Slovak enterprises and research institutions into EU and Structural Funds projects and assisting
them in technology and know-how transfer in order to raise their competitiveness and
innovation capacities. We reach our objectives also by preparation and joining various
international projects that aim to support innovation infrastructure, regional development and
innovation activities in Slovakia. We are also highly interested in support of entrepreneurship.
Foresight
We are the only organization in Slovakia that supports companies in their foresight activities
by organizing regular international technology foresight trainings for corporate managers.
Foresight has become our special skill as since 2004 we have been involved in various foresight
projects with national, regional and sectoral focus.
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Our team
Our team consists of innovation experts and experienced project managers with know-how
related to all aspects of innovation and R&D support and project implementation.
Website: https://www.bicgroup.sk/
Regional Development Agency of Slavonia and Baranja (Croatia)
The Regional Development Agency of Slavonia and Baranja is a non-profit ltd founded by local
and regional authorities – City of Osijek and Osijek-Baranja County. The vision of the Agency
is to be the link between the public, scientific, private and civil sectors in building up strategic
partnerships in applying for and implementation projects that contribute to improving living
standards in the territory of Slavonia and Baranja. The Agency is also a certified “development
coordinator” for Osijek-Baranja County (certified by Croatian Ministry of Regional
Development and EU Funds) providing assistance to more than 40 cities and municipalities
throughout the region. The Agency manages the Representation office of Slavonia and Baranja
in Brussels. RDA has long standing experience in connecting cities and territories in joint
planning and the development of joint plans and strategies but also in securing funding for the
long term sustainability of their implementation. The agency also has much experience in
organizing international events, workshops, educations, seminars, etc. and has used those
events to create cross-border and transnational networks for future cooperation. Additionally,
RDA has, as one of its main goals organization of educational programs and capacity building
of local and regional stakeholders. Within that activity it organizes series of seminars,
workshops and trainings for entrepreneurs, potential start-ups and clusters. It strongly promotes
cooperation between public, private, non-governmental and business sector. In the field of
social innovation and social entrepreneurship it participates in development projects funded by
EU and other international donors that generate new employment opportunities for young
people, women and specific marginalized groups. The Agency is active in conducting lifelong
learning education programs and in providing opportunities for practical learning for students
through available internships.
Website: http://www.slavonija.hr/
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Introduction to the research
In order to make the compilation of Study on Good Practices of Competitions, Methodologies
and Target Areas and Sectors we made a research. We presented the research results in a
univocal way having the same understanding of the issues identified, being:
1. Social entrepreneurship and innovation competitions (start up, social innovation, social
entrepreneurship)
2. Methodologies of competitions
3. Target areas and sectors of social innovation competitions
The study on good practices therefore focused on three topics. The efficient and successful
implementation of the research provide useful information to the analysis and the conclusions
to be drawn in the study on good practices. Concerning I-SICS, the following research
objectives have been identified:
1. Which components of the identified and investigated good practices/case studies should the
I-SICS consortium take on in order to develop its own, successful, social innovation
competitions, both at regional and international level?
2. Which components of the identified and investigated courses on social
innovation/entrepreneurship should the I-SICS consortium take on in order to develop a training
program offered by the implementing partners to students and adult learners wishing and
willing to participate in the competition?
The following associated questions have been identified:







How can we measure the excellence of social entrepreneurship and innovation
competitions?
How can we distinguish the different components of organizing social innovation
competitions during the following phases: (i) organisation, (ii) recruitment, (iii)
implementation, (iv) dissemination, (v) feedbacks received and (vi) increase of the
participating persons/organisations?
How can we identify, distinguish, measure, comprehend, describe and report on the best
practices and case studies concerning social innovation competitions and courses on
social innovation throughout Europe?
What are the target areas and sectors of social innovation competitions?
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The research was based on quantitative and qualitative methods and carried out by filling in a
questionnaire per case study. Data collected by:
-

Conducting desk research
Conducting structured interviews (telephone, Skype, face-to-face)

The number of completed questionnaires covered all related countries from where the best
competitions and courses are organized. The research will used a maturity model in order to
evaluate the student competitions and courses in connection with entrepreneurship and
innovation.
The model focused on the following dimensions organisation, recruitment, implementation,
dissemination, feedbacks received and, increase of the participating persons/organisations. In
order to characterize the best practices of the competitions and courses the research applied
categorical factors which are the followings: The target areas and sectors in geographic context,
industrial aspects, Delivered service/product, Financing methods applied and Other aspects.
According the above mention dimensions and factors the research differentiated and evaluated
the best practices on competitions and courses. The evaluation criteria is based on the sum of
the given points divided by the number of indicators, where points were given. During the
research open questions applied in order to find other important aspects of organization of
competitions and courses. The research conducted with the collaboration of partners of the
project.
The research differentiated a set of best practices and case studies in order to organize highly
competitive international competitions and courses in connection with social entrepreneurship
and innovation. According to the methodology best practices are that competitions and courses
which will be highly evaluated based on all the previously mentioned dimensions, and case
studies those practices which will be highly evaluated on one or more previously mentioned
dimensions.
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About the evaluation system
About the Assessment Tool7
The following section will differentiate a set of best practices and case studies in order to
organize highly competitive international competitions and courses in connection with social
entrepreneurship and innovation. According to the methodology best practices will that
competitions and courses which will be highly evaluated based on the following dimensions (i)
organisation, (ii) recruitment, (iii) implementation, (iv) dissemination, (v) feedbacks received
and (vi) increase of the participating persons/organisations), and case studies those practices
which will be highly evaluated on one or more previously mentioned dimensions.
Short descriptions of the dimensions:
Organization: The quality of how a competition/course/case study should be planned

Recruitment: The way how we attract and select stakeholders for the
event/course/case study.

Implementation: Fulfillment of the specified scopes. Tracking and keeping deadlines
and budgets.

Dissemination: Broadcasting information of the project to the public without direct
feedback from the audience.
Feedback:
Helpful information or criticism that is given to the organizers to let them know what
can be done to improve the event/course.
Increase:
The increase in number of stakeholders (absolute, relative) and the value-added
improvement of the competition/course.

1. Figure: The descriptions of dimensions

7

See the questionnaire in 1. Attachment
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Quantitative results
Business Modelling and Development
Description This course is part of the I&E Doctoral program. The preceding “Opportunity
Recognition” component (a one-week intensive study experience) – and
probably Raising I&E Awareness introductory course - have both preset
attitude and basic techniques of a entrepreneurial view to students making
clear the difference between research and a small business. While participants
of the Opportunity Recognition component are engaged in the early stage of
new venture process (idea generation for a feasible business, product or
service connected to their discipline, financing and marketing the would-be
venture, etc.) this BMD course goes forward a step. The Business Modelling
and Development component is delivered along a normal 8-15 weeks long
semester program. The basic role is to commercialize potential business ideas
and to turn an idea into real business. Participants have to recognize
differences between market-driven and technology-push -based business ideas
and should go on a step-by-step development process to finalize the course
with a detailed and well-documented Business Plan.
Homepage http://ictlabs.elte.hu/
Country Hungary
Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.60
2.67
2.00
2.20
1.67
2.20
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Denmark-India Innovation Challenge
Description Win a visit to a Danish university and get first-hand experience of
studying in Denmark – compete in the Denmark-India Innovation
Challenge. All you have to do is sign up for the challenge, take the
quiz and write a short essay. Three lucky winners will get a fully
paid study trip to a university in Denmark worth over 160,000 INR.
Homepage http://studentcompetitions.com/posts/denmark-india-innovationchallenge-and-denmark-india-business-challenge-winnersannouncement
Country Denmark
Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

3.00
1.67
2.00
2.20
1.33
2.40
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ME310 Global Innovation Challenge
Description The ME310 experience is like no other. In fact, it’s more of a lifestyle.
Part classroom, part workroom, part living room, 310 is a refreshing
alternative to traditional lecture-based learning environments. Through
learning-by-doing, you will be solving real-life innovation problems
with your corporate partners, all while surrounding yourself with a
close-knit group of coursemates, teaching staff, coaches and 310 alumni.
What’s life like in ME310? We’ll be honest…ME310 is a lot of hard
work. But when you give a lot you get a lot, right? Here are just a few
highlights that you can expect: – Interdisciplinary coursemates. Thrive
amongst the diversity of ideas and experiences that only Aalto can
provide. ME310 is made up of a mix of students from all Aalto schools.
Each class of ME310 is typically less than 20 students. – Community
and Culture. To be a “310er” truly means something. After nearly a
decade at Aalto and over forty years worldwide, the community and
culture at 310 runs deep and is undoubtedly unique. – Stanford Design
Innovation Process. A method also practiced at IDEO, exposure to this
process will change how you approach problem solving forever. At its
core is the design thinking philosophy that is inherently human-centered,
and promotes prototyping as a key tool for communication ideas. –
Travel. As ME310 is run out of Stanford University in sunny Palo Alto,
California, the course typically includes two trips there, once to kick off
the program in the fall, and again to present final concepts at the
renowned Stanford Design EXPE Fair in early June. Also, you’ll have
an opportunity to visit your partner university’s location, as well as to
host them here in Helsinki. In 310, passports are highly recommended. –
Entrepreneurship. After spending nine months perfecting a product, why
not make it a business? Or start something new with some of the friends
you’ve made? Many 310ers have gone on to start businesses of their
own soon after completing the course, sometimes with other 310
Alumni. Also, programs like Aaltoes’ Summer of Startups and Startup
Sauna are perfect launching grounds for teams coming out of EXPE in
June. – Aalto Design Factory. If you’ve never experienced the power of
this award-winning building as the dynamic learning environment that it
is, this is your chance. Don’t miss it. ADF is the home of ME310, and
the entire class will have a permanent working space to call your own
for the duration of the course. – SUDS. This stands for Slightly
Unorganized Design Session. Each Thursday one team is given a budget
with which to prepare dinner and drinks for the class, as well as to
arrange some sort of ‘design session’ as a post-meal activity. There are
no rules — but it’s always just right. – Stanford. There’s no denying it,
Stanford is an incredible institution that consistently produces innovative
students and entrepreneurs alike. ME310 was founded there, formed
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there, and this access to its community and facilities is a huge
opportunity to get to know that ecosystem a little bit better.
Homepage http://me310.aalto.fi
Country Finland
Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

3.00
3.00
3.00
3.00
2.83
3.00
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Balloon Chile
Description Balloon Chile is a five-week program that seeks to promote and
develop entrepreneurship in rural areas through the transfer of
innovation tools and methodologies. This is achieved through
international young professionals who pay to receive courses in
Innovation and Entrepreneurship and to know Chile in a different
way, experiencing a true cultural immersion in the area, in-depth
knowledge of its people and attractions.
Homepage http://balloonchile.com/
Country Chile
Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

1.20
1.83
2.00
2.00
1.67
2.25
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BİLGİ Genç Sosyal Girişimci Ödülleri
Description To promote Social Entrepreneurship and Social Enterprises
within youth
Homepage www.bilgi.edu.tr
Country Turkey
Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

1.00
1.40
2.00
2.10
1.60
2.00
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Programa de Tecnoemprendimiento Social NESsT Innova
Description NESsT Innova Universitario is an initiative with which Peru, in
partnership with universities, seeks to encourage students -through
workshops with national and international experts - to develop
tangible proposals for technological innovation with high social
impact.
Homepage http://www.nesst.org/peru/acerca-de-nesst/
Country Peru
Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

0.80
1.83
2.75
1.60
0.00
2.00
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Emprendé con Rexona Clinical
Description Our mission is to catalyze long-term growth of countries,selecting,
guiding, and accelerating the growth of those entreprises with the
greatest potential worldwide. We seek to multiply the experience of
these role models in order to spread entrepreneurial culture throughout
society. Great entrepreneurs of Uruguay and the region will have 30
minutes to tell their entrepreneurial way, their successes and failures.
Homepage http://endeavor.org.uy/eventos/experiencia2015/
Country Uruguay
Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

1.25
1.17
2.00
1.89
1.50
2.00
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ACCIONJOVEN
Description The award of connectedness of the University Andres Bello and the
International Youth Foundation is uniquely youth-oriented initiative
and decision. We are here to support with funding and training to
young people who are working on a project that seeks social and
environmental development for a better Chile
Homepage www.unab.cl
Country Chile
Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

1.20
1.75
2.50
1.89
1.80
2.25
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Premios Jóvenes Emprendedores Sociales
Description The European University, through its Foundation, in collaboration with
the International Youth Foundation and the Sylvan / Laurate
Foundation, annually organizes the PREMIOS JÓVENES
EMPRENDEDORES SOCIALES. arry it out. We are aware of
recognition and training is needed to strengthen and sustain a social
project. Social entrepreneurs never fail although the project might fail
and it is for this reason that we focus on the person and support to
strengthen their professional and personal development. We know that
some young social entrepreneurs can sometimes feel isolated and
misunderstood, and we want them to know each other and form a
network that will make them stronger. Citizens need to know
innovative, positive role models and motivate social change.
AWARDS Young Social Entrepreneurs seek to give visibility to
projects to inspire society.
Homepage http://madrid.universidadeuropea.es/
Country Spain
Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

1.50
2.00
2.50
1.60
1.67
2.00
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Universities Business Challenge Worldwide
Description The UBC is a simulation that provides students with the
opportunity of acting as a board of directors who have taken
responsibility for improving the performance of a company.
They will need to take into account not only the financial
performance of the company, but also its responsibilities to its
various stakeholders including its suppliers, its customers and
its employees.
Homepage http://www.ubcworldwide.com
Country United Kingdom
Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

0.80
1.50
2.00
1.67
1.00
2.25
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CFA Institute Research Challenge
Description The CFA Institute Research Challenge is an equity research
competition among student teams from the world's top
university business and finance programs.
Homepage https://new.cfasociety.org/poland/Pages/CFA%20Institute%20
ResearchChallenge.aspx
Country Poland

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.40
2.40
2.00
2.50
2.00
2.75
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Premio Protagonistas del Cambio UPC
Description The award recognizes the work of 10 young people from all over
Peru, between 18 and 29, who are directors, founders or cofounders of enterprises that have high social impact and have
demonstrated sustainability for at least 6 months.
Homepage http://www.upc.edu.pe/
Country Peru

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.00
2.00
2.50
2.00
1.33
2.20
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Shell Ideas360
Description The theme of Shell Ideas360 is "People & Planet - the Energy,
Water and Food Challenge". Participants will be requested to
develop an innovative idea and proposal related to Energy, Water
and Food.
Homepage http://www.shellideas360.com/
Country United Kingdom

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

0.80
1.00
2.00
1.67
1.00
2.00
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National science+engineering competition
Description The National Science + Engineering Competition is an overarching and inclusive competition that covers all areas of
science, technology, engineering and maths.
Homepage http://www.britishscienceassociation.org/
Country United Kingdom

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

0.80
2.00
2.00
1.63
1.00
2.50
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Premio Yo Creo
Description The Yo Creo I (Costa Rica) is an annual survey that provides
Universidad Latina to the work of 5 young people from each
country between 18 and 29 years of age, who are founders or cofounders of organizations or projects with high social impact, who
have demonstrated financial viability for at least 6 months
Homepage http://www.ulatina.ac.cr/
Country Costa Rica

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.40
2.33
2.25
1.90
2.00
2.20
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ImpacTec
Description ImpacTec identifies and rewards the Argentine power and innovative
talent with a trip Singularity University, the heart of innovation.
Along the way you'll meet other people you have to face different
challenges, work collaboratively and think together technology
solutions that solve social problems. The winner of the competition
will get a scholarship to travel to Singularity University and attend
the Graduate Studies Program (GSP) where you can get first-hand
konowledge and what is happening in the coming years in the field of
science and technology as well as co-creating social impact projects
with entrepreneurs elsewhere.
Homepage http://concursos.buenosaires.gob.ar/#/challenge/54d3adff55b506d55c
000706
Country Argentina

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.00
1.80
2.25
1.89
2.17
2.25
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Social Venture Plan Competition
Description Each spring, the Center for Applied Learning in Seattle Pacific
University’s School of Business, Government, and Economics
sponsors the Social Venture Plan Competition — a unique event
designed to encourage SPU students from all majors to develop
entrepreneurial projects that can make a difference in the world.
Homepage www.spu.edu
Country USA

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

1.00
2.33
2.25
2.20
2.00
2.50
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Social & Business Co-creation: collaboration for impact
Description Competition for innovative co-creation projects in Europe that
bring together social-mission organisations and businesses to
create greater social impact
Project homepage https://www.changemakers.com/co-creation

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.40
1.33
2.00
1.57
1.00
2.33
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European Enterprise Promotion Awards
Description The European Enterprise Promotion Awards aim to identify and
recognise the most successful promoters of enterprise and
entrepreneurship around Europe, showcase and disseminate best
entrepreneurship policies and practices, raise public awareness
concerning the role of entrepreneurs within society and encourage
and inspire potential entrepreneurs.
Homepage http://ec.europa.eu/index_en.htm
Country EU

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

1.60
2.25
2.67
2.30
1.17
2.67
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European Social Innovation Competition
Description The Competition aims at raising awareness of social innovation's
potential to provide solutions to societal challenges and foster
sustainable and inclusive growth in Europe. It will directly support
some ideas best illustrating that potential. It will engage citizens
and businesses (including start-ups) in a large range of sectors,
thereby creating new connections and job opportunities.
Homepage http://ec.europa.eu/index_en.htm
Country EU

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.20
2.33
2.50
2.30
1.83
2.20
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Green Talents
Description German Federal Ministry of Education and Research (BMBF)
invites young researchers from all over the world every year to take
part in the "Green Talents - International Forum for High Potentials
in Sustainable Development". The winners are awarded for their
creative and intelligent solutions to the pressing questions of our
time. The BMBF seeks to intensify the global exchange between
young researchers in the field of environmental and sustainability
research with this programme. The prestigious Green Talents
programme offers the unique opportunity to become part of an
exceptional world-wide network of outstanding young minds and
leading German institutions.
Homepage http://www.bmbf.de/en/
Country Germany

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

0.00
0.00
2.25
2.50
1.60
3.00
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Accenture Innovation Awards
Description A yearly competition for the most innovative products, services
and concepts in the Netherlands.
Homepage https://www.accenture.com/nl-en/
Country Nederland

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.40
1.25
2.00
1.67
1.00
3.00
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Radicale Verniewers
Description Competition for products/services/methods to deal with issues
concerning global warming, poverty, diversity, mobility,
loneliness etc.
Homepage http://www.standaard.be/ &
http://www.socialeinnovatiefabriek.be/nl
Country Belgium

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.40
1.33
2.00
1.57
2.00
3.00
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Social Innovation Tournament
Description The Social Innovation Tournament promotes the generation of
innovative ideas and rewards initiatives that fight against social
exclusion. It covers projects in a wide range of fields – from education,
health care and the natural or urban environments, to new technologies,
new systems and new processes. All projects compete for a General
Category 1st and 2nd Prize of EUR 25 000 and EUR 10 000
respectively. Projects addressing the topic of equal opportunities with a
special emphasis on people with disabilities will also compete for the
Special Category Prize of EUR 25 000. Further awards include vouchers
entitling a number of projects and their teams to benefit from subsequent
coaching/mentoring services.
Homepage http://institute.eib.org/
Country EU

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

1.40
0.83
2.25
2.20
1.83
2.50
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KREATI Fallstudie Wettbewerb
Description To give student the chance to prove their theoretical knowledge in the
practice - to practice how to get inside into case study competitions - to
make forum for getting students and firms together.
Homepage http://www.vwi.org/hauptmenue/hochschulgruppen/kreatifallstudien.html
Country Germany

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.50
2.00
2.25
1.30
1.33
2.25
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Susánszky Memorial Case Study Competition
Description The Faculty of Economics of University of Miskolc organizes the
„Susánszky János Esettanulmány Megoldó Emlékversenyt” to
commemorat its funding professor, János Susánszky each year.
Teams representing the partner universities and institues are invited
to take part.
Homepage http://gtk.uni-miskolc.hu/
Country Hungary

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.40
1.50
1.75
1.30
0.83
2.00
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Student Case Study Competition Cluj
Description A case study competition organized by the Dept. of Business
and Economics in Hungarian Language - Babes-Bolyai
University
Homepage hu.econ.ubbcluj.ro
Country Romania

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.60
1.67
1.75
1.50
1.50
2.00
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Tímár László Memorial Case Study Competition
Description Faculty of Business and Economics organizes yearly the
competition to commemorate its former lecturer László Tímár.
Homepage www.gtk.uni-pannon.hu
Country Hungary

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.80
2.17
2.50
1.90
1.83
2.00
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SOCIAL IMPACT AWARD
Description The Social Impact Award is the biggest student contest on Social
Entrepreneurship. Established in 2009, it takes place today in
Austria, Croatia, Czech Republic, Greece, Romania, Russia,
Slovakia and Switzerland. It awards students with own projects
and ideas who are trying to solve issues in their society in a
creative and entrepreneurial way, offers an educational program
such as learning spaces, supports all participants throughout
workshops with relevant topics and professional feedback,
connects young Social Entrepreneurs locally and across borders
and raises public awareness for the topic of Social
Entrepreneurship.
Homepage http://zagreb.impacthub.net/
Country Croatia

Assessment results
Organization
Recruitment
Implementation
Dissemination
Feedback
Increase

2.60
2.50
2.50
2.30
1.33
2.00
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Qualitative results
Organisation
In almost all of the cases the first call towards participants was launched 1 to 3 months before
the entry deadline. In few cases the first call was launched 5 to 6 months in advance. None of
the cases seem to lack official contest rules. Most of the official contest rules have been made
available online.
Main dimensions of the official contest rules:
-

Requirements/conditions for participants to be able to participate (eligibility)
Evaluation criteria (applied by the jury)
Description of the organization
Objectives
(Stages of the) selection procedure
Description of the awards
Description of the award ceremony
Eligible countries/entities
Profile of the jury
Timeframe of the organization
Information on how to submit their service/product
Information on ownership/use of the entries/personal data
Information on the applicable jurisdiction

Almost half of the competitions did not identify specific conditions towards participants.
For some competitions, the following conditions had to be met when wanting to participate:
-

Age requirements
Language/nationality requirements
Professional background (for professionals)
Educational background (for students)

In most of the cases were allowed the participation in team. (7 out of 10) In some cases it is
possible to participate as a team but a team leader should be appointed. This person submits the
idea and/or wins the award.
If it is allowed to participate as teams, the size ranges from 2 persons to unlimited, where 4 to
6 students seems to be the preferred option.
In most of the cases participants were asked to submit their entry at the initial stage. This initial
stage is then often followed by the jury selection, but in some cases, the best ideas were asked
to be transformed into a business plan or participants were to follow workshops and/or a
mentoring program.
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Implementation
Almost all competitions are organized on a yearly basis (once per year).
It seems like competitions concerning social entrepreneurship are a recent trend since almost
80% of the cases in this research had their first edition no more than 10 years ago.
In most of the cases, registration and submitting an entry occurred at the same time and there
were no additional benefits for participants registering first.
However, there were some exceptions:
- In one case, applicants first had to be accepted and were then given 2 weeks to pay for
participating in the competition. This was done because there was a lot of interest in the
competition and there were only 150 places available.
- In another case, participants first had to declare interest in participating and submit their
entry in a later stage. This option gives the organizer a first idea of how many entries to
expect.
- A third exception implied that applicants first had to submit their idea and were then
granted 2 weeks to optimize/finalize their registration. This option also allows the
organizer to get a first idea of how many entries to expect.
All the investigated competitions asked their participants to submit their contribution online. In
most of the cases a specific form was developed where participants had to submit their
contribution. In some other cases, applicants had to submit their contribution via e-mail.
In one single case, participants had to submit both an electronic version of the contribution and
a hard copy (signed) by regular mail.
Foreseen time between submitting contributions and the final event - there seems to be a wide
range of time ranges between both events since it ranges from 1,5 or 16 hours to 8 months.
However, if we group the different time ranges, the category 0 to 2 months seems to be the most
popular option.
Program of the event – most of the award ceremonies were traditional and formal ceremonies.
In some cases, the ceremony was incorporated in an existing event. The following program
items were mentioned:
- Presentation of a winner of the previous years
- Quantitative results of the program
- Prize delivery
- Speeches by authorities (opening by director/head of the jury + keynote speeches)
- Presentation of the selected participants (video)
- Networking possibilities
- Jury assembly
- Round table discussions
- Innovation market
- Closing reception
- Participants present their idea in front of a jury/possible investors (in some cases they
get 1 minute per participant, the jury gives feedback + questions) If this was included,
there was a deliberation moment by the jury.
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Who was invited to the event and how – the following responses were recorded: possible
investors, families/friends from the finalists, third sector related parties, government
officials/policy makers, former fellows, semi-finalists, university officials, CEO’s of different
companies, notables in the world of entrepreneurship, general public, other students, media.
Some of the events were open to everyone, in some others, people had to first register; in one
case only the finalists and the jury participated.
Dissemination
The majority of cases organized the dissemination themselves. Other cases have outsourced
their dissemination activities. These other cases mainly consist of European bodies organising
a competition on (social) entrepreneurship.
Feedback
The tool mostly used was questionnaires, even though focus groups and one-on-one feedback
were also mentioned by organisers.
Changes applied by organisers, based on the feedback mainly comprise organizational
modifications, changes to the communication strategy and modifications concerning the content
of the competition (quality of the training, selection criteria).
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Evaluation of Good practices
Introduction and characteristics of the good practices
In order to characterize the best practices of the competitions and courses we applied the
following categorical factors:
1. The target areas and sectors in:
a) Internationality of stakeholders
b) “Industrial” aspects
c) Delivered service/product and
2. Financing methods applied.

16,7%
33,3%

International
National
European

25,0%

Regional
25,0%

2. Figure: Internationality of stakeholders
Figure 1 shows that the best competitions were made mainly by international stakeholders
(33.3%), followed by national or European one (25%). Contrarily, best competitions were made
by regional stakeholders (16.7%).
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new personal contacts

11

know how

10

money

7

new knowledge sharing system

3

brochure

3

tradition creation/care

2

standard

1

book

1

3. Figure: Delivered service, product
Figure 2 indicates that the most important service/product is “new personal contacts” delivered
91.7% of the times. The second one is “know how” which reflect the knowledge and experience
obtained during the competition. Contrarily, money, new knowledge sharing system brochure,
tradition creation/care, standard and book were less important for them.
0

1

2

3

4

5

6

own savings

6

sponsorship

5

partner offering

3

grant

2

foundation

2

private donation

7

1

4. Figure: Financial sources
Figure 3 reflects that the main financial source came from their own savings or sponsorships.
Different type of financial sources such as partner offering, grants, foundations or private
donations were less used.
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The evaluation of good practices
According the dimensions and factors the research differentiated and evaluated the best
practices on competitions.
1. CFA Institute Research Challenge
The provider organization's
country:
Delivered service/product:
Internationality
of
stakeholders:
Industrial
aspects
and
connections
of
social
innovation:
Financing sources:

know how; standard; new personal contacts
International
Administrative and Support Service Activities; Financial
and Insurance Activities
foundation; grant; sponsorship; partner offering; own
savings

Evaluation of the dimensions:
Dimension means
Organization

Total sample
1.98

Best Practices
2.25

CFA Institute Research Challenge
2.4

The CFA Institute Research Challenge during the organization of the competition used a
framework in order to improve the quality of the competition. The competition is performed
well in the dimension of quality of organization (2.4 mean, which is highly above the mean of
the total sample, and slightly above to the mean of other best practices). The organization used
framework during the planning of financial, marketing and public relations, facility and human
relations strategy of the competition. In all of these categories the competition got the highest
value.
Dimension means
Recruitment

Total sample
1.71

Best Practices
1.96

CFA Institute Research Challenge
2.4

The mean of the recruitment dimension of CFA is also 2.4 which is highly above the total
sample mean. The CFA Institute Research Challenge performed very well in the assessment of
the “Channels used for recruiting sponsors/supporters” and the “Motivators used during
recruitment”. The evaluation of “channels used for recruiting participants and recruiting
organizers” achieved lower value (2 point) but above the mean of the best practices and the
total sample mean.
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Dimension means Total sample Best Practices CFA Institute Research Challenge
1.75
2.33
2.0
Implementation
The mean of the implementation dimension of CFA is lower than the mean of the best practices.
The fulfilment of specified objectives in the implementation process were satisfied and the
deadlines were kept and/or the delays were handled. Both factor evaluated with 2 point.
Dimension means Total sample Best Practices CFA Institute Research Challenge
1.98
2.07
2.5
Dissemination
The mean of the CFA dissemination dimension is higher than the mean of the total sample, and
also higher than the mean of best practices. During the evaluation of the dissemination the CFA
get the highest, 3 point in connection with the press list media and the regional coverage of
publication of the competition. The target group of the dissemination was extensive; from those
who may participate in the upcoming competition/course to those who currently participate,
organize or lecture in current competition/course, and also those who are current business
partners/sponsors, or decision makers of the political landscape. In the evaluation of the other
questions they get lower point, but higher than the other means.
Dimension means Total sample
1.59
Feedback

Best Practices
1.67

CFA Institute Research Challenge
2.0

The dimension of feedback also get a higher evaluation than the mean of total sample, and the
mean of best practices.
Dimension means Total sample
2.21
Increase

Best Practices
2.31

CFA Institute Research Challenge
2.75

The evaluation of the increase in number of stakeholders of the competition was much higher
than the mean of the total sample and mean of the other best practices. During the extension of
the competition the increase was in every group more than adequate.
2. European Social Innovation Competition
The provider organization's EU (Belgium)
country:
money; know how; new personal contacts; new
Delivered service/product:
knowledge sharing system
Internationality
of European
stakeholders:
Industrial
aspects
and Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing; Education; Financial
connections
of
social and Insurance Activities; Human Health and Social Work
Activities
innovation:
own savings
Financing sources:
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Evaluation of the dimensions:
Dimension means
Organization

Total sample Best Practices European
Competition
1.98
2.25
2.20

Social

Innovation

Based on the evaluation of the organization dimension we can state that the mean of best
practices is higher than the mean of European Social Innovation Competition (ESIC). The
organization of competition used framework during the planning of marketing, public relation
and financial strategy and achieved the highest (3 point) evaluation. The strategy of facility and
human relations contained minimum the following aspects; costs, activities and responsibilities
and achieved a lower (1) value.
Dimension means

Total sample

Recruitment

1.71

Best
Practices
1.96

European
Social
Competition
2.33

Innovation

During the evaluation of the dimension of recruitment the ESIC highly achieved. The mean of
the EISC recruitment was higher than the dimension mean of the best practices, and also higher
than the total sample mean. During the recruitment they used continuous personalized news in
connection with communication, and they used professionalized communication channels (f.e.
personal contacts/invitation; online application; experienced/former organizer team) during the
recruitment of participants and organizers.
Dimension
means
Implementation

Total
sample
1.75

Best
Practices
2.33

European
Social
Competition
2.50

Innovation

The ESIC competition is performed well in the evaluation of the implementation dimension,
the mean of the dimension of competition is slightly greater than the mean of best practices,
and much greater than the total sample mean. The specified objectives are fully satisfied, and
other unspecified significant results or value additions are performed, and all planned
tasks/achieving scopes are tracked, and the experiences are applied to the next implementation.
Moreover they get a lower evaluation (2 point) in connection with deadlines and budget, but
both were kept properly.
Dimension
means
Dissemination

Total
sample
1.98

Best
Practices
2.07

European
Social
Competition
2.30

Innovation

As we can see in the table the valuation of the dissemination was quiet greater than the total
sample mean and a best practices’ mean. The ESIC performed well (got the maximum, 3 point)
in the category of the number of people who worked on the dissemination, the extension of
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press list, the internationality of press list, the press releases, the types of the online presence,
and the performed goal of the dissemination. They gained lower (2) point in connection with
the regional coverage of publication and advertising spaces were used thorough the
dissemination.
Dimension
means
Feedback

Total
sample
1.59

Best
Practices
1.67

European
Social
Competition
1.83

Innovation

As we can see in the table the evaluation of the feedback got the lowest mean among the other
categories, but it is higher than the mean of total sample, and also higher than the dimension
mean of other best practices. During the evaluation of feedback we experienced that the
competition performed well in connection with press clipping; all press releases were followed
and results were used in related with the competition. And also all of the participants were
surveyed and results were used in refining further feedbacks. In both categories they got the
maximum point. They gained much lower point (1 point) in connection with the feedback
possibilities of the respondents, and the target group of the asked respondents.
Dimension
means
Increase

Total
sample
2.21

Best
Practices
2.31

European
Social
Competition
2.20

Innovation

The evaluation of the increase of the competition indicates that they achieved the mean of the
total sample, but the mean of the best practices is higher than the dimension mean of ESIC, they
performed on average. The increase in number of applicants evaluated as more than needed,
and also the competition focused on several social impact areas: people’s way of life; people’s
culture; people’s community; people’s political systems; people’s environment; people’s health
and wellbeing; people’s personal and property rights; people’s fears and aspirations. They got
lower evaluation in connection with increase in relationships and professional connections, the
increase in budget, and in the increase of the number of competitors.
3. Tímár László Memorial Case Study Competition
The provider organization's
country:
Delivered service/product:
Internationality
of
stakeholders:
Industrial
aspects
and
connections
of
social
innovation:
Financing sources:

Hungary
know how; new personal contacts; tradition creation/care
European
Administrative and Support Service Activities;
Education;
Information
and
Communication;
Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities
foundation; sponsorship; private donation; own savings
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Evaluation of the dimensions:
Dimension
means
Organization

Total
sample
1.98

Best
Practices
2.25

Tímár László Memorial Case Study
Competition
2.80

As we can see in the table the Tímár László Memorial Case Study Competition performed
outstandingly well in the evaluation of the organization dimension. The Case Study
Competition organizational dimension gained much higher mean than the total sample, and the
best practice means in these dimension. During the evaluation they got the higher point almost
in every category in connection with organization. They used a framework during the planning
of marketing and public relations strategy, financial strategy, facility strategy and human
relations strategy. In one category was the evaluation lower, in connection with the difference
between the number of planned and real participants, which was between 24% and 10%.
Dimension
means
Recruitment

Total
sample
1.71

Best
Practices
1.96

Tímár László Memorial Case Study
Competition
2.17

According to the evaluation of the recruitment dimension we can state that the Tímár László
Memorial Case Study Competition performed better than the total sample and also better than
the other best practices. The mean of the case study competition is slightly higher than the best
practice means and much greater than the total sample mean. The case study competition got
the highest point in connection with the evaluation of motivators used during the recruitment,
and got lowest point in connection with the channels used for recruiting participants, organizers
and sponsors.
Dimension
Total
means
sample
Implementation 1.75

Best
Practices
2.33

Tímár László Memorial Case Study
Competition
2.50

Based on the results of the implementation we can state that the Case Study Competition also
performed well in this category. The dimension mean of Tímár László Memorial Case Study
Competition in these category is slightly higher than the mean of best practices, and with 0.75
point higher than the total sample mean. According to the examination of results we can see
that during the implementation of competition all planned tasks/achieving scopes are tracked,
and the experiences are applied to the next implementation, and also the budget was kept and
savings can be allocated to the implementation of the next competition/course. In these two
category the competition got the highest evaluation. In connection with the deadlines and
objectives, the evaluated values were lower but the specified objectives were satisfied and the
deadlines were kept and/or the delays were handled.
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Dimension
means
Dissemination

Total
sample
1.98

Best
Practices
2.07

Tímár László Memorial Case Study
Competition
1.90

The evaluation of dissemination dimension shows that the case study competition is performed
on average way. The difference between the total sample mean and the mean of case study
competition is quite small (0.08), but the mean of best practices are slightly higher (0.17). The
competition performed very well (3 point) in the following categories: the extension of press
list, the target group of dissemination and the archived goals of dissemination. In the following
categories the case study competition performed less well: the types of media used during the
dissemination, the types and the regional coverage of publications.
Dimension
means
Feedback

Total
sample
1.59

Best
Practices
1.67

Tímár László Memorial Case Study
Competition
1.83

According to the table we can state that the competition got a great evaluation in connection
with feedback. The dimension mean of the case study competition is higher (with 0.24) than
the total sample mean, and also higher (with 0.16) than the mean of best practices. The
evaluation of the case study competition gained the maximum point in connection with the
application of feedback. They used the results as a part of the (public) report, to increase quality,
infrastructure and efficiency of the competition/course. They got lower value in the following
categories: the possibilities of the respondents to provide feedback, the number of usable
feedback, and the revived press clippings.
Dimension
means
Increase

Total
sample
2.21

Best
Practices
2.31

Tímár László Memorial Case Study
Competition
2.00

As we can see in the table the evaluation of the increase of the competition is lower (with 0.31)
than the mean of best practices, and also lower (with 0.21) than the total sample mean. The
difference is based on the average evaluation of the following categories: the increase in number
of applicants, and competitors. The increase was less than expected in the budget so the value
was 1 point in this case, but the connection between students, organizers and students,
organizers and sponsors, organizers and guests improved well.
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4. Premio Yo Creo
The provider organization's
country:
Delivered service/product:
Internationality
of
stakeholders:
Industrial
aspects
and
connections
of
social
innovation:

Financing sources:

Costa Rica
money; know how; brochure; new personal contacts
International
Accommodation and Food Service Activities; Arts,
Entertainment and Recreation; Construction; Education;
Human Health and Social Work Activities; Information
and Communication; Professional, Scientific and
Technical Activities
-

Evaluation of the dimensions:
Dimension means
Organization

Total sample
1.98

Best Practices
2.25

Premio Yo Creo
2.40

During the organization of the “PremioYo Creo” competition they specified objectives,
activities, calendar, responsibilities and cost for their marketing, financial, facility and human
relations strategies. They also used a framework for all strategies (with exception of the human
relations strategy). In this dimension they achieved 2.40 points which is slightly above to the
mean of the total sample and best practices. The difference between the number of planned and
real participants was between 25% and 50%.
Dimension means
Recruitment

Total sample
1.71

Best Practices
1.96

Premio Yo Creo
2.33

The mean of the recruitment dimension of the “PremioYo Creo” competition is 2.33 which is
above the total sample mean and best practices. The channels used to attract participants,
organizers and sponsors were mainly based on personal contact and invitations. The online tools
were also important to attract participants. Tangibles and intangibles goods were used as
motivators of the competition.
Dimension means
Implementation

Total sample
1.75

Best Practices
2.33

Premio Yo Creo
2.25

In this dimension they achieved 2.25 which is above to the mean of the total sample and slightly
below to the mean of the best practices. The initial objectives were satisfied. The deadlines or
delays were properly handled and also the budget was kept.
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Dimension means
Dissemination

Total sample
1.98

Best Practices
2.07

Premio Yo Creo
1.90

The mean of the dissemination dimension of the “PremioYo Creo” competition is 1.90 which
is slightly below the total sample mean and best practices. Two or three members of their staff
worked on dissemination. They used a variety of online platforms such as webpage, Facebook,
Youtube, Twitter, etc. The number of media channels used to disseminate their results was
between 1 and 10.
Dimension means
Feedback

Total sample
1.59

Best Practices
1.67

Premio Yo Creo
2.00

In this dimension they achieved 2.00 which is above the total sample mean and best practices.
They surveyed all participants and in total they got more than 100 usable feedbacks. They used
the feedbacks in order to increase the quality and efficiency of the competition.
Dimension means
Increase

Total sample
2.21

Best Practices
2.31

Premio Yo Creo
2.20

The mean of this dimension is 2.20 which is slightly below to the mean of the total sample and
best practices. They consider that the total number of applicants and competitors was adequate.
They believe that competition improves the connections between organizers and students as
well as organizers and guests.
5. Denmark-India Innovation Challenge
The provider organization's country:
new personal contacts; tradition creation/care
Delivered service/product:
Internationality
of International
stakeholders:
Industrial
aspects
and Accommodation and Food Service Activities; Activities
connections
of
social of Extraterritorial Organisations and Bodies; Agriculture,
Forestry and Fishing; Arts, Entertainment and
innovation:
Recreation; Education; Human Health and Social Work
Activities; Information and Communication; Other
Service Activities
grant; sponsorship; partner offering
Financing sources:
Evaluation of the dimensions:
Dimension means

Total sample

Best Practices

Organization

1.98

2.25

Denmark-India
Challenge
3.00

Innovation
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The evaluation of Denmark-India Innovation Challenge is got the highest reachable point in
organization dimension, much higher than the mean of total sample, and the mean of best
practices. The challenge used a framework during the planning of marketing and public
relations strategy, financial strategy, facility strategy and human relations strategy. They get a
highest value in the category of difference between the number of planned and real participants.
Dimension means

Total sample

Best Practices

Recruitment

1.71

1.96

Denmark-India
Challenge
1.67

Innovation

The mean of the recruitment dimension in the case of Denmark-India Innovation Challenge is
quite lower (0.07) than the mean of the total sample, and also lower (0.29) than the mean of
best practices. The evaluation shows that the challenge used quite less channels (as usual) for
recruiting participants, organizers, and also they used less motivators during the recruitment of
competitors. In one case the evaluation was greater, in the case of get more sponsors and
supporters they used more channels (personal contacts/invitation; one sponsor/supporter
recommends another; cold calls; advertisement) so the evaluation was greater.
Dimension
means
Implementation

Total
sample
1.75

Best
Practices
2.33

Denmark-India
Challenge
2.00

Innovation

The mean of the implementation in case of Denmark-India Innovation Challenge is on average
level, higher (with 0.25) than the total sample mean, but lower (with 0.33) than the mean of
best practices. According to the evaluation of categories we can state that the challenge
performed the implementation phase on appropriate way, the specified objectives were
satisfied, all planned tasks/achieving scopes were tracked, the deadlines and the budget were
kept and/or the delays were handled, but the previous experiences were not applied from the
previous challenge.
Dimension means

Total sample

Best Practices

Dissemination

1.98

2.07

Denmark-India
Challenge
2.20

Innovation

The dimension mean of the dissemination is in this case higher than both the total sample mean,
and best practice mean. The dissemination gained the maximum point in two categories: the
type of advertising spaces used through the dissemination, and the extension of press list. They
used printed material; banner (add in any online media); television advertisement; social/online
media sharing; direct mail (mail or email sent, based on existing address list), and over 50 media
channels were used to disseminate results.
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Dimension means

Total sample

Best Practices

Feedback

1.59

1.67

Denmark-India
Challenge
1.33

Innovation

As we can see in the table the mean of the feedback dimension is very low (1.33), lower (with
0.26) than the total sample mean and also lower than (with 0.34) the mean of best practices.
During the feedback they get 1 point evaluation in the following cases: the possibilities to
provide feedback, the asked target group, the reviewed pre clipping. They used online
evaluation form; interview; informal comments to provide feedback from students/attendee;
organizers; sponsors, and some press releases were followed. They got higher rate in case of
the number of usable feedback (51-100), and the application of feedback (results were part of
the (public) report; Increase efficiency of the competition/course).
Dimension means

Total sample

Best Practices

Increase

2.21

2.31

Denmark-India
Challenge
2.40

Innovation

The evaluation of increase dimension shows that the challenge performed well, better (with
0.19) than the total sample and also slightly better (0.09) than the best practices. In every
category the increase was adequate, but they got higher evaluation in case of the experienced
improvement in the connections/relations. The social impact category in these case was
evaluated with the highest value, during the challenge they focused on many social issues
(people’s way of life; people’s culture; people’s political systems; people’s environment;
people’s health and wellbeing; people’s personal and property rights).
6. European Enterprise Promotion Awards
The provider organization's
country:
Delivered service/product:
Internationality
of
stakeholders:
Industrial
aspects
and
connections
of
social
innovation:
Financing sources:

EU (Belgium)
money; know how; new personal contacts
European
Financial and Insurance Activities; Information and
Communication; Professional, Scientific and Technical
Activities
own savings

Evaluation of the dimensions:
Dimension
means
Organization

Total sample Best Practices European
Awards
1.98
2.25
1.60

Enterprise

Promotion
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The dimension of organization of European Enterprise Promotion Awards (EEPA) is quite
underperformed. The mean of the organization dimension in the case of EEPA is quiet lower
(with 0.38) than the mean of the total sample, and significantly lower (with 0.65) than the mean
of best practices. They got the highest point in the planning of marketing and public relations
strategy, they used a framework during the planning. They get lower evaluation in the case of
financial strategy, facility strategy and human relations strategy, they made a plan only with the
activities and the costs, but the plan based not on a framework.
Dimension
means
Recruitment

Total sample Best Practices European
Awards
1.71
1.96
2.25

Enterprise

Promotion

During the evaluation of the recruitment the EEPA achieved higher mean than (with 0.54) the
total sample and also higher (with 0.29) than the best practices. During the applicant selection
they used invitation and also filtering. They gained a lower, but on an average level of
evaluation in connection with the channels used for recruiting. They used personal
contacts/invitation; online application, and experienced/former organizer team in order to
recruit participants and organizers.
Dimension
means
Implementation

Total sample Best Practices European
Awards
1.75
2.33
2.67

Enterprise

Promotion

The implementation dimension got a high mean in the case of EEPA. The value of the
dimension mean in this case is slightly higher (with 0.34) than the mean of best practices and
significantly higher (with 0.92) than the total sample mean. In two category the EEPA
performed on the highest level, in the following categories. Firstly, during the implementation
of the competition the specified objectives are fully satisfied, and other unspecified significant
results or value additions are performed. Secondly, all planned tasks/achieving scopes are
tracked, and the experiences are applied to the next implementation. In the other categories they
performed well.
Dimension
means
Dissemination

Total sample Best Practices European
Awards
1.98
2.07
2.30

Enterprise

Promotion

As we can see in the table the dissemination of the EEPA gained higher value than the total
sample mean, and best practice mean. The evaluation of dimension shows that the competition
got the highest value in the following cases: number of people worked on dissemination,
number of media channels used to disseminate results, the number of press releases, the regional
coverage of press list and publications. More than 3 members of the staff worked on
dissemination, and over 50 media channels were used included international media channels
too.
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Dimension
means
Feedback

Total sample Best Practices European
Awards
1.59
1.67
1.17

Enterprise

Promotion

The evaluation of the feedback in the case of EEPA gained a quite small mean. The dimension
mean of the competition is lower than the Best Practice and the total sample mean. The
examination of the categories indicate that they the feedback of the competition performed
below the average. They gained the lowest evaluation in the following categories: the
possibilities to provide feedback, the target group of feedback and the used satisfaction survey.
In the other categories the competition performed above the average: they got back more than
50 feedback survey and all press releases were followed, evaluated.
Dimension
means
Increase

Total sample Best Practices European
Awards
2.21
2.31
2.67

Enterprise

Promotion

In the dimension of increase the EEPA performed well, better than the total sample, and also
better than the other best practices. The differences in means are 0.46 in the case of total sample,
and in the case of best practices: 0.36. The evaluation shows that the increase in the number of
applicants were adequate, improvement of the connection between students; organizers and
students; organizers and sponsors; organizers and partners; organizers and guests were
experienced and the competition focused on people’s way of life; people’s community; people’s
environment.
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7. ImpacTec
The provider organization's Argentina
country:
money; know how; new personal contacts; new
Delivered service/product:
knowledge sharing system
Internationality
of International
stakeholders:
Industrial
aspects
and Accommodation and Food Service Activities; Activities
connections
of
social of Extraterritorial Organisations and Bodies; Activities of
Households as Employers; Administrative and Support
innovation:
Service Activities; Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing;
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation; Construction;
Education; Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air Conditioning
Supply; Financial and Insurance Activities; Human
Health and Social Work Activities; Information and
Communication; Manufacturing; Mining and Quarrying;
Other Service Activities; Professional, Scientific and
Technical Activities; Public Administration and Defence,
Compulsory Social Security; Real Estate Activities
sponsorship; partner offering; own savings
Financing sources:
Evaluation of the dimensions:
Dimension means
Organization

Total sample
1.98

Best Practices
2.25

ImpacTec
2.00

The evaluation of the organization dimension in the case of ImpacTec shows that the
competition performed on an average level. The dimension mean of ImpacTec and total sample
mean is almost equal, but the best practice mean is higher with 0.25. They used framework
during the planning of marketing and public relations strategy, financial strategy, facility
strategy and they do not have a human resource strategy.
Dimension means
Recruitment

Total sample
1.71

Best Practices
1.96

ImpacTec
1.80

The evaluation of recruitment dimension show similar results to the organizational dimension.
The mean of the ImpacTec competition is slightly higher than the mean of the total sample, but
did not achieve the mean of best practices. They get the highest evaluation in the case of
“Communication forms used with applicants”, during which they applied continuous
personalized news. In the other categories they performed on average way.
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Dimension means
Implementation

Total sample
1.75

Best Practices
2.33

ImpacTec
2.25

The evaluation of the implementation shows greater picture, the dimension mean gain almost
on the best practice mean. The difference between the total sample mean and the ImpacTec
dimension mean is 0.5. During the implementation the specified objectives were satisfied, all
planned tasks/achieving scopes were tracked, and the experiences were applied to the next
implementation, the deadlines and the budget were kept.
Dimension means
Dissemination

Total sample
1.98

Best Practices
2.07

ImpacTec
1.89

As we can see in the table the values of the dissemination dimension are quite close to each
other and same picture emerge in the case of dissemination like in the cases of above categories.
The dimension mean of ImpacTec is higher than the total sample mean, but lower than the best
practice mean. The competition got the highest evaluation in the case of the target group of
dissemination. The target groups were: who may participate in the upcoming
competition/course; who currently participate; who organize or lecture in current
competition/course; current business partners/sponsors; business players and decision makers
of the political landscape.
Dimension means
Feedback

Total sample
1.59

Best Practices
1.67

ImpacTec
2.17

The dimension of feedback performed well in the case of ImpacTec, they used a several
possibilities in order to reach target groups. The dimension mean of ImpacTec is much higher
than the total sample mean, and also higher than the best practice mean. The evaluation shows
that they used several channels during the feedback, for example: online evaluation form;
interview; informal comments, and satisfaction survey. During the feedback all press releases
were followed and results were used in related competition/course, and all of the participants
were surveyed and results were used in refining further feedbacks.
Dimension means
Increase

Total sample
2.21

Best Practices
2.31

ImpacTec
2.25

As we can see in the table the dimension of increase performed well in the case of ImpacTec.
The dimension mean is close to the total sample mean and to the best practice mean too. The
increase in number of applicants were adequate, but the increase of competition/course budget
was less than expected. They performed very well in the improvement of connections/relations.
And also performed well in the case of the focus of competition, several social issues were in
the focus of the competition: people’s way of life; people’s culture; people’s community;
people’s political systems; people’s environment; people’s health and wellbeing; people’s
personal and property rights; people’s fears and aspirations.
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8. Radicale Verniewers
The provider organization's
country:
Delivered service/product:
Internationality
of
stakeholders:
Industrial
aspects
and
connections
of
social
innovation:

Financing sources:

Belgium
know how; book; new personal contacts
Regional
Accommodation and Food Service Activities; Activities
of Extraterritorial Organisations and Bodies; Activities of
Households as Employers; Administrative and Support
Service Activities; Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing;
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation; Construction;
Education; Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air Conditioning
Supply; Financial and Insurance Activities; Human
Health and Social Work Activities; Information and
Communication; Manufacturing; Mining and Quarrying;
Other Service Activities; Professional, Scientific and
Technical Activities; Public Administration and Defence,
Compulsory Social Security; Real Estate Activities
-

Evaluation of the dimensions:
Dimension means
Organization

Total sample
1.98

Best Practices
2.25

Radicale Verniewers
2.40

During the “Radicale Verniewers” competition they used a framework for the organization of
the marketing, financial, facility and human relations strategies. The competition achieved 2.40
points for the quality of the organization which is above to the mean of the total sample and
best practices.
Dimension means
Recruitment

Total sample
1.71

Best Practices
1.96

Radicale Verniewers
1.33

The mean of the recruitment dimension of the Radicale Verniewers competition is 1.33 which
is notoriously below to the mean of the total sample and best practices. The type of channels
used for recruiting participants, organizers and sponsors was mainly based on personal contact
and invitations. There was not selection method for the recruitment process.
Dimension means
Implementation

Total sample
1.75

Best Practices
2.33

Radicale Verniewers
2.00
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In this dimension they achieved 2.00 which is above to the mean of the total sample and below
to the mean of the best practices. The initial objectives were satisfied. The deadlines or delays
were properly handled and also the budget was kept.
Dimension means
Dissemination

Total sample
1.98

Best Practices
2.07

Radicale Verniewers
1.57

The mean of the dissemination dimension of the “Radicale Verniewers” competition is 1.57
which is notoriously below the total sample mean and best practices. They used different type
of spaces for advertising such as printed material, outdoor advertising (poster, bulletin board)
and television advertising. They used some online platforms such as webpage, Facebook,
Youtube, Twitter, etc. The number of media channels used to disseminate their results was
between 1 and 10.
Dimension means
Feedback

Total sample
1.59

Best Practices
1.67

Radicale Verniewers
2.00

In this dimension the “Radicale Verniewers” competition achieved 2.00 which is above the total
sample mean and best practices.
Dimension means
Increase

Total sample
2.21

Best Practices
2.31

Radicale Verniewers
3.00

The mean of this dimension is 3 which is above to the mean of the total sample and best
practices. They consider that the competition has impact in many areas such as people’s way
of life, people’s community, people’s environment, people’s health and wellbeing.
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9. Social Venture Plan Competition
The provider organization's
country:
Delivered service/product:
Internationality
of
stakeholders:
Industrial
aspects
and
connections
of
social
innovation:

Financing sources:

USA
Regional
Accommodation and Food Service Activities; Activities
of Households as Employers; Agriculture, Forestry and
Fishing; Arts, Entertainment and Recreation;
Construction; Education; Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air
Conditioning Supply; Financial and Insurance Activities;
Human Health and Social Work Activities; Information
and Communication; Manufacturing; Other Service
Activities; Professional, Scientific and Technical
Activities; Real Estate Activities
-

Evaluation of the dimensions:
Dimension means
Organization

Total sample
1.98

Best Practices
2.25

Social Venture Plan Competition
1.00

The mean of the quality of the Social Venture Plan competition was 1 which is well below to
the mean of the total sample and best practices. The strategies for the marketing, financial and
facilities were mainly made based on the assignation of responsibilities, cost, activities and
calendar. There was not human relations strategy.
Dimension means
Recruitment

Total sample
1.71

Best Practices
1.96

Social Venture Plan Competition
2.33

The quality measure of the recruitment dimension is 2.33 which is above to the mean of the
total sample and best practices. They tried to use the same sponsors from the previous years.
Additionally to the tangibles and intangibles goods they also used the altruism as a motivator.
Dimension means
Implementation

Total sample
1.75

Best Practices
2.33

Social Venture Plan Competition
2.25

In this dimension they achieved 2.25 which is above to the mean of the total sample and below
to the mean of the best practices. The initial objectives were satisfied. The deadlines or delays
were properly handled and also the budget was kept. They also used their previous experiences
for the implementation of the following competitions.
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Dimension means
Dissemination

Total sample
1.98

Best Practices
2.07

Social Venture Plan Competition
2.20

The mean of the dissemination dimension of the “Social Venture Plan” competition is 2.20
which is above the total sample mean and best practices. They used different type of spaces for
advertising such as printed material, outdoor advertising (poster, bulletin board), banners, direct
email, etc. They used some online platforms such as webpage, LinkedIn, Twitter, etc.
Dimension means
Feedback

Total sample
1.59

Best Practices
1.67

Social Venture Plan Competition
2.00

In this dimension they achieved 2.00 which is above the total sample mean and best practices.
In order to get feedbacks they used offline and online forms, interviews and informal comments.
The respondents were participants, jury, public and sponsors. They got more than 100 usable
feedbacks.
Dimension means
Increase

Total sample
2.21

Best Practices
2.31

Social Venture Plan Competition
2.50

The mean of this dimension is 2.50 which is slightly above to the mean of the total sample and
best practices. They considered that the total number of applicants and competitors was
adequate. They noted that the competition improve the connections between organizers and
students, organizers and sponsors, organizers and partners as well as organizers and guests.
10. Premio Protagonistas del Cambio UPC
The provider organization's
country:
Delivered service/product:
Internationality
of
stakeholders:
Industrial
aspects
and
connections
of
social
innovation:
Financing sources:

Peru
money; know how; brochure; new personal contacts
National
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation; Education; Financial
and Insurance Activities; Human Health and Social Work
Activities
-

Evaluation of the dimensions:
Dimension means Total sample Best Practices Premio Protagonistas del Cambio
UPC
1.98
2.25
2.00
Organization
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The mean of the organization dimension of the “Premio Protagonistas del Cambio UPC”
competition is 2.00 which is slightly above to the mean of the total sample and slightly below
to the mean of the best practices. During the organization of the competition used mainly the
definition of responsibilities, activities and calendar. They attracted almost the same number of
participants planned (the difference was less than 10%).
Dimension means Total sample Best Practices Premio Protagonistas del Cambio
UPC
1.71
1.96
2.00
Recruitment
In this dimension they achieved 2.00 which is above to the mean of the total sample and best
practices. They used a broad variety of channels for recruiting participants such as personal
contacts, invitations, offline and online applications. Additionally, in order to attract more
participants the coordinator visited different universities and institutions.
Dimension means Total sample Best Practices Premio Protagonistas del Cambio
UPC
1.75
2.33
2.50
Implementation
In this dimension they achieved as a measure of quality 2.50 which is above to the mean of the
total sample and best practices. The initial objectives were fully satisfied. The deadlines or
delays were properly handled and also the budget was kept. They also used their previous
experiences for the implementation of the following competitions.
Dimension means Total sample Best Practices Premio Protagonistas del Cambio
UPC
1.98
2.07
2.00
Dissemination
The mean of the dissemination dimension of the “Premio Protagonistas del Cambio UPC”
competition is 2.00 which is slightly above to the total sample mean and slightly below to the
sample mean of the best practices. Two or three members of their staff worked on
dissemination. They used different type of spaces for advertising such as printed material,
outdoor advertising (poster, bulletin board), banners, radio advertisement, direct email, etc.
They used some online platforms such as webpage, Facebook, Youtube, etc.
Dimension means Total sample Best Practices Premio Protagonistas del Cambio
UPC
1.59
1.67
1.33
Feedback
In this dimension they achieved 1.33 which is slightly below to the total sample mean and best
practices. They got feedbacks mainly from informal comments. The number of usable
feedbacks was between 0 and 50. The feedbacks were used in order to improve the quality of
the competition.
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Dimension means Total sample Best Practices Premio Protagonistas del Cambio
UPC
2.21
2.31
2.20
Increase
The mean of this dimension is 2.20 which is slightly below to the mean of the total sample and
best practices. They considered that the total number of applicants and competitors was
adequate. The competition improved the connections between organizers and students,
organizers and sponsors, organizers and partners as well as organizers and guests. However,
they noted that the increase of budget was less than expected.
11. KREATI Fallstudie Wettbewerb
The provider organization's
country:
Delivered service/product:
Internationality
of
stakeholders:
Industrial
aspects
and
connections
of
social
innovation:
Financing sources:

Germany
money; know how; new personal contacts
National
Construction; Education; Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air
Conditioning Supply; Financial and Insurance Activities;
Manufacturing; Professional, Scientific and Technical
Activities
sponsorship; own savings

Evaluation of the dimensions:
Dimension means

Total sample

Best Practices

Organization

1.98

2.25

KREATI
Wettbewerb
2.50

Fallstudie

During the organization of the KREATI Fallstudie Wettbewerb competition they used
framework for their marketing and facility strategies. The mean of the organization dimension
is 2.50 which is above to the mean of the total sample and best practices. The number of
participants was almost the same than expected (the difference was less than 10%).
Dimension means
Recruitment

Total sample
1.71

Best Practices
1.96

KREATI Fallstudie Wettbewerb
2.00

The mean of the recruitment dimension of the KREATI Fallstudie Wettbewerb competition is
2.00 which is slightly above to the mean of the total sample and best practices. In order to attract
participants, organizers and sponsors they used mainly personal contacts, invitations and online
and offline applications. They also phoned from their list of contacts in order to attract more
participants and sponsors.
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Dimension means
Implementation

Total sample
1.75

Best Practices
2.33

KREATI Fallstudie Wettbewerb
2.25

In this dimension they achieved 2.25 which is above to the mean of the total sample and below
to the mean of the best practices. The initial objectives were fully satisfied. The deadlines or
delays were properly handled and also the budget was kept.
Dimension means
Dissemination

Total sample
1.98

Best Practices
2.07

KREATI Fallstudie Wettbewerb
1.30

The mean of the dissemination dimension of the “KREATI Fallstudie Wettbewerb”
competition is 1.30 which is notoriously below to the total sample mean and best practices. One
person worked on dissemination. They used different type of spaces for advertising such as
printed material, outdoor advertising (poster, bulletin board), direct email, etc. They also used
some online platforms such as webpage and Facebook. The number of media channels used to
disseminate results was over 50.
Dimension means
Feedback

Total sample
1.59

Best Practices
1.67

KREATI Fallstudie Wettbewerb
1.33

In this dimension they achieved 1.33 which is slightly below to the total sample mean and best
practices. They surveyed all participants and the number of usable feedbacks was between 0
and 50. The feedbacks were used in order to increase the quality and efficiency of the
competition.
Dimension means
Increase

Total sample
2.21

Best Practices
2.31

KREATI Fallstudie Wettbewerb
2.25

The mean of this dimension is 2.25 which is slightly above to the mean of the total sample and
slightly below to the best practices. They considered that the total number of applicants and
competitors was adequate. The competition improved the connections between organizers and
students, organizers and sponsors as well as organizers and partners. The increase of budget
was also adequate.
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12. ACCIONJOVEN
The provider organization's Chile
country:
money; know how ;brochure; new personal contacts; new
Delivered service/product:
knowledge sharing system
Internationality
of National
stakeholders:
Industrial
aspects
and connections
of
social
innovation:
Financing sources:
Evaluation of the dimensions:
Dimension means
Organization

Total sample
1.98

Best Practices
2.25

ACCIONJOVEN
1.20

The mean of the organization dimension of the “ACCION JOVEN” competition is 1.20 which
is notoriously below to the mean of the total sample and best practices. During the organization
of the competition used mainly the assignation of responsibilities and framework. The
difference between the number of planned and real participants was more than 50%.
Dimension means
Recruitment

Total sample
1.71

Best Practices
1.96

ACCIONJOVEN
1.75

In the recruitment dimension the “ACCIONJOVEN” competition achieved 1.75 which is
slightly above to the mean of the total sample and slightly below to the mean of the best
practices. They used personal contacts, invitations and online applications to attract participants
to their competition. Material and intangible goods were used as motivators during the
recruitment process.
Dimension means
Implementation

Total sample
1.75

Best Practices
2.33

ACCIONJOVEN
2.50

In this dimension they achieved 2.50 which is above to the mean of the total sample and best
practices. The initial objectives were fully satisfied. The deadlines or delays were properly
handled and also the budget was kept. They also used their previous experiences for the
implementation of the following competitions.
Dimension means
Dissemination

Total sample
1.98

Best Practices
2.07

ACCIONJOVEN
1.89
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The mean of the dissemination dimension of the “ACCIONJOVEN” competition is 1.89 which
slightly below to the total sample mean and best practices. More than 3 members of the staff
worked on dissemination. They used different type of spaces for advertising such as printed
material, outdoor advertising (poster, bulletin board), banners, radio advertisement, direct
email, etc. They also used some online platforms such as webpage, Facebook, Youtube, etc.
Dimension means
Feedback

Total sample
1.59

Best Practices
1.67

ACCIONJOVEN
1.80

In this dimension they achieved 1.8 which is above the total sample mean and best practices.
They surveyed all participants and in total they got between 0 and 50 usable feedbacks. The
feedbacks were used in order to increase the quality and efficiency of the competition.
Dimension means
Increase

Total sample
2.21

Best Practices
2.31

ACCIONJOVEN
2.25

The mean of this dimension is 2.25 which is slightly above to the mean of the total sample and
slightly below to the best practices. They considered that the total number of applicants and
competitors was adequate. The increase of budget was also adequate.

Evaluation of Case studies
In the “Organization” dimension the Denmark-India Innovation Challenge and the
Tímár László Memorial Case Study Competition got the highest evaluation:
Case study 1.
Highest dimension means in the sample

Organization

Denmark-India Innovation Challenge

3

Characteristics:
 international competition
 the delivered products were new personal contacts; tradition creation/care
 the financial sources were grant; sponsorship; partner offering
 used framework during the planning of marketing and public relations strategy, financial
strategy, facility strategy and human relations strategy
 difference between the number of planned and real participants was less than 10%
 possible industrial aspects and connections of social innovation were Accommodation
and Food Service Activities; Activities of Extraterritorial Organisations and Bodies;
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing; Arts, Entertainment and Recreation; Education;
Human Health and Social Work Activities; Information and Communication; Other
Service Activities
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Case study 2.
Highest dimension means in the sample

Organization

Tímár László Memorial Case Study Competition

2,8

Characteristics:
 European competition
 the delivered products were know how, new personal contacts; tradition creation/care
 the financial sources were foundation; private donation; sponsorship; own savings
 used framework during the planning of marketing and public relations strategy, financial
strategy, facility strategy and human relations strategy
 difference between the number of planned and real participants was between 24% and
10%
 2-3 months before the registration deadline was the first call towards the participants
 possible industrial aspects and connections of social innovation were Administrative
and Support Service Activities, Education, Information and Communication,
Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities
In the “Recruitment” and in the “Dissemination” dimensions the CFA Institute
Research Challenge and the Premio Yo Creo got the highest evaluation:
Case study 3.
Highest dimension means in the sample

Recruitment

Dissemination

Feedback

CFA Institute Research Challenge

2,4

2,5

2,0

Characteristics:
 international competition
 the delivered products were know how; standard; new personal contacts
 the financial sources were foundation; grant; sponsorship; partner offering; own savings
 channels used during the recruitment: personal contacts/invitation; offline application;
online application; experienced/former organizer team, one sponsor/supporter
recommends another; cold calls; advertisement
 types of publications and advertisement spaces used during the dissemination: printed
material; outdoor advertising (poster, bulletin board); banner (add in any online media);
social/online media sharing; direct mail (mail or email sent, based on existing address
list), International media, Poster; Rollup; Booklet, Webpage; Blog; Facebook page;
Youtube, Vimeo or similar channel or upload; newsletter; Twitter
 The evaluated feedback was used to increase quality, infrastructure of the
competition/course, increase efficiency of the competition/course.
 possible industrial aspects and connections of social innovation were Administrative
and Support Service Activities; Financial and Insurance Activities
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Case study 4.
Highest dimension means in the sample

Recruitment

Feedback

Premio Yo Creo

2,33

2,0

Characteristics:
 international competition
 the delivered product were money, know how, brochure, new personal contacts
 channels used during the recruitment: personal contacts/invitation, offline application,
online application, other: Free training workshops for social entrepreneurs at national
level.
 Respondents had the following possibilities to provide feedback: offline evaluation
form, online evaluation form, informal comments
 The target group of feedbacks: students/attendee, jury, organizers
 the number of usable feedbacks: more than 100
 Results were part of the (public) report, or they were used to increase quality,
infrastructure of the competition/course, increase efficiency of the competition/course.
 possible industrial aspects and connections of social innovation were: Accommodation
and Food Service Activities, Arts, Entertainment and Recreation, Construction,
Education, Human Health and Social Work Activities, Information and
Communication, Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities
In the “Dissemination” dimensions the CFA Institute Research Challenge, the European
Enterprise Promotion Awards and the European Social Innovation Competition got the
highest evaluation:
Previously presented: CFA Institute Research Challenge
Highest dimension means in the sample

Recruitment

Dissemination

Feedback

CFA Institute Research Challenge

2,4

2,5

2,0
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Case study 5.
Highest dimension means in the sample

Dissemination

European Enterprise Promotion Awards 2,3
Characteristics:
 European competition
 types of publications and advertisement spaces used during the dissemination: printed
material, banner (add in any online media), television advertisement, social/online
media sharing, direct mail (mail or email sent, based on existing address list), Leaflet,
flyer, Poster, Rollup, Booklet, Webpage, Blog, Facebook page, Youtube, Vimeo or
similar channel or upload, LinkedIn page, newsletter
 the target group of the dissemination was those who may participate in the upcoming
competition/course.
 The goal was to promote the competition/course., increase acceptance, getting
students/attendants for the future. Let the wider public know what happened, what were
the results.
 They outsourced the dissemination.
 The delivered products, services were: money, know how, new personal contacts. The
initiative proposed by the applicants need to be already on the market and has to generate
some positive impact.
 possible industrial aspects and connections of social innovation were: Financial and
Insurance Activities, Information and Communication, Professional, Scientific and
Technical Activities
Case study 6.
Highest dimension means in the sample
European
Competition

Social

Dissemination

Innovation 2,3

Characteristics:
 European competition
 types of publications and advertisement spaces used during the dissemination: television
advertisement, social/online media sharing, direct mail (mail or email sent, based on
existing address list), Leaflet, flyer, Poster, Rollup, Booklet, Webpage, Blog, Facebook
page, Youtube, Vimeo or similar channel or upload, LinkedIn page, newsletter, Twitter
 The target groups of the dissemination were: those who may participate in the upcoming
competition/course, For those who currently participate, For those who organize or
lecture in current competition/course, and Decision makers of the political landscape.
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It was an obligatory part of the competition/course. The goal was to promote the
competition/course., increase acceptance, getting students/attendants for the future. Let
the wider public know what happened, what were the results.
The EC outsources the organization of the competition to a consortium of 5 contractors.
Dissemination is part of the responsibilities that is outsourced, i.e. is handled by the
contractors.
The delivered products, services were: money, know how, new personal contacts, new
knowledge sharing system. The product or service they are proposing will have to be a
solution for creating new opportunities for work.
possible industrial aspects and connections of social innovation were: Agriculture,
Forestry and Fishing, Education, Financial and Insurance Activities, Human Health and
Social Work Activities

In the “Implementation” dimension the Programa de Tecnoemprendimiento Social
NESsT Innova and the European Enterprise Promotion Awards got the highest
evaluation:
Case study 7.
Highest dimension means in the sample

Implementation

Programa de Tecnoemprendimiento 2,75
Social NESsT Innova
Characteristics:
 international competition
 the delivered products were money; know how; new personal contacts
 the financial source was own savings
 During the implementation the specified objectives were fully satisfied, and other
unspecified significant results or value additions were performed, all planned
tasks/achieving scopes were tracked, and the experiences were applied to the next
implementation, and the deadlines were kept and/or the delays were handled. The
budget was kept and savings can be allocated to the implementation of the next
event/course/case study.
 possible industrial aspects and connections of social innovation were Agriculture,
Forestry and Fishing, Human Health and Social Work Activities, Information and
Communication, Manufacturing, Mining and Quarrying
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Case study 8.
Highest dimension means in the sample

Implementation

European Enterprise Promotion Awards

2,67

Characteristics:
 European competition
 the delivered products were money; know how; new personal contacts
 the financial source was own savings
 During the implementation the specified objectives were fully satisfied, and other
unspecified significant results or value additions were performed, all planned
tasks/achieving scopes were tracked, and the experiences were applied to the next
implementation, and the deadlines were kept and/or the delays were handled.
 possible industrial aspects and connections of social innovation were Financial and
Insurance Activities; Information and Communication; Professional, Scientific and
Technical Activities
In the “Feedback” dimension the European Enterprise Promotion Awards and the Social
Venture Plan got the highest evaluation:
Case study 9.
Highest dimension means in the sample

Feedback

ImpacTec

2,17

Characteristics:
 International competition
 the delivered products were money; know how; new personal contacts; new knowledge
sharing system
 the financial sources were sponsorship; partner offering; own savings
 Offered possibilities to provide feedback: online evaluation form; interview; informal
comments
 The target group of feedback: students/attendee; jury; organizers; public; sponsors
 the number of usable feedback: 51-100
 Application forms of feedback: Increase quality, infrastructure of the competition;
Increase efficiency of the competition
 All of the participants were surveyed and results were used in refining further feedbacks,
all press releases were followed and results were used in related competition/course.
 possible industrial aspects and connections of social innovation were Accommodation
and Food Service Activities; Activities of Extraterritorial Organisations and Bodies;
Activities of Households as Employers; Administrative and Support Service Activities;
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing; Arts, Entertainment and Recreation; Construction;
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Education; Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air Conditioning Supply; Financial and
Insurance Activities; Human Health and Social Work Activities; Information and
Communication; Manufacturing; Mining and Quarrying; Other Service Activities;
Professional, Scientific and Technical Activities; Public Administration and Defence,
Compulsory Social Security; Real Estate Activities
Previously presented: CFA Institute Research Challenge
Highest dimension means in the sample

Recruitment

Dissemination

Feedback

CFA Institute Research Challenge

2,4

2,5

2,0

Highest dimension means in the sample

Recruitment

Feedback

Premio Yo Creo

2,33

2,0

Previously presented: Premio Yo Creo

Case study 10.
Highest dimension means in the sample

Feedback

Social Venture Plan

2,0

Characteristics:
 Regional competition
 Offered possibilities to provide feedback: offline evaluation form, online evaluation
form; interview; informal comments
 The target group of feedback: students/attendee; jury; public; sponsors
 the number of usable feedback: more than 100
 Application forms of feedback: Increase quality, infrastructure of the competition;
Increase efficiency of the competition
 Results were part of the (public) report, in order to increase quality, infrastructure of the
competition/course and increase efficiency of the competition/course.
 Participant surveys, focus groups and one-on-one feedback have all been solicited over
the years. Feedback is gathered and evaluated by the SVPC steering committee and
recommended changes implemented in the coursework, scoring and event planning.
 possible industrial aspects and connections of social innovation were Accommodation
and Food Service Activities, Activities of Households as Employers, Agriculture,
Forestry and Fishing, Arts, Entertainment and Recreation, Construction, Education,
Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air Conditioning Supply, Financial and Insurance
Activities, Human Health and Social Work Activities, Information and Communication,
Manufacturing, Other Service Activities, Professional, Scientific and Technical
Activities, Real Estate Activities
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In the “Increase” dimension the Accenture Innovation Awards and the Radicale
Verniewers got the highest evaluation:
Case study 11.
Highest dimension means in the sample

Increase

Accenture Innovation Awards

3

Characteristics:
 national competition
 the delivered products were money; know how; new personal contacts
 the increase in number of participant were adequate.
 possible industrial aspects and connections of social innovation were Accommodation
and Food Service Activities, Construction, Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air Conditioning
Supply, Financial and Insurance Activities, Human Health and Social Work Activities
Case study 12.
Highest dimension means in the sample

Increase

Radicale Verniewers

3

Characteristics:
 European competition
 the delivered products were money; know how; new personal contacts
 the financial sources was own savings
 the increase in number of participant were adequate, but several relations/connections
were improved between participants: students; organizers and students; organizers and
sponsors; organizers and partners; organizers and guests
 In the focus of the competition/course were to change or improve the impact on the
following social impact areas: people’s way of life; people’s community; people’s
environment
 the number of usable feedback: 51-100
 possible industrial aspects and connections of social innovation were Financial and
Insurance Activities; Information and Communication; Professional, Scientific and
Technical Activities
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Evaluation of Courses
Case study 1: Business Modelling and Development
ORGANIZATION
During
the
organization
of
the Objectives, activities and calendar,
competition/course/case study the marketing and responsibilities, costs.
public relations strategy, financial strategy, facility
strategy, human relations strategy contained:
The difference between the number of planned and between 50% and 25%
real participants?

RECRUITMENT
Channels used for recruiting participants:
Channels used for recruiting organizers:

personal contacts/invitation, headhunters
experienced/former organizer team, offline
application
Channels
used
for
recruiting personal
contacts/invitation,
one
sponsors/supporters:
sponsor/supporter recommends another, cold
calls, advertisement
Selection methods used in the recruitment Invitation and filtering
process:
Communication forms used with applicants: Continuous news
Motivators used during recruitment:
Honor, Intangible goods, Material goods

IMPLEMENTATION
The specified scopes are satisfied.
All planned tasks/achieving scopes are tracked.
The deadlines are kept and/or the delays were handled.

DISSEMINATION
The number of people how One person worked on dissemination.
worked on the dissemination:
Type of advertising spaces used printed material, outdoor advertising (poster, bulletin
thorough the dissemination:
board), banner (add in any online media), social/online
media sharing
The number of media channels over 50
used to disseminate results:
Nationality of media:
International media
Type of publications related to Leaflet, flyer, Poster, Rollup, Booklet
the event/course:
Type of online presence:
Webpage, Blog, Facebook page, Youtube, Vimeo or
similar channel or upload, LinkedIn page, newsletter,
Courseware (for exapmple moodle)
The target groups of the Those who may participate in the upcoming
dissemination:
competition/course, those who currently participate, those
who organize or lecture in current competition/course,
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The goals of the dissemination:

current business partners/sponsors, Decision makers of the
political landscape
It was an obligatory part of the competition/course. Let the
wider public know what happened, what were the results.

FEEDBACK
The possibilities to provide feedback:

offline evaluation form, online evaluation form,
interview, informal comments
The respondents:
students/attendee, organizers, public, sponsors
Number of feedbacks:
More than 100
The form of the evaluation of feedbacks: Results were part of the (public) report. Increase
quality, infrastructure of the competition/course.
Press review:
All press releases were followed.
Satisfaction surveys with the participants: All of the participants were surveyed.

INCREASE
During or the result of the competition/course
experienced improvement was in the connections
between:
In the focus of the competition/course was to change
or improve the impact on the following social impact
areas:

organizers and students, organizers
and sponsors, organizers and
partners
people’s
culture,
people’s
community, people’s environment
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Case study 2: ME310 Global Innovation Challenge
ORGANIZATION
During
the
organization
of
the Objectives, activities and calendar,
competition/course/case study the marketing and responsibilities, costs.
public relations strategy, financial strategy, facility
strategy, human relations strategy contained:
The difference between the number of planned and less than 10%
real participants?

RECRUITMENT
Channels used for recruiting participants:

personal
contacts/invitation,
offline
application, online application, headhunters
Channels used for recruiting organizers:
experienced/former organizer team, personal
contacts/invitation, offline application,
online application
Channels
used
for
recruiting personal
contacts/invitation,
one
sponsors/supporters:
sponsor/supporter recommends another, cold
calls, advertisement
Selection methods used in the recruitment Invitation and filtering
process:
Communication forms used with applicants: Continuous news
Motivators used during recruitment:
Honor, Intangible goods, Material goods

IMPLEMENTATION
The specified scopes are satisfied.
All planned tasks/achieving scopes are tracked.
The deadlines are kept and/or the delays were handled.
The budget was kept and savings can be allocated to the implementation of the next
competition/course.

DISSEMINATION
The number of people how
worked on the dissemination:
Type of advertising spaces used
thorough the dissemination:

More than 3 members of the staff worked on
dissemination.
printed material, outdoor advertising (poster, bulletin
board), banner (add in any online media), television
advertisement, social/online media sharing, radio
advertisement, direct mail (mail or email sent, based on
existing address list)
The number of media channels over 50
used to disseminate results:
Nationality of media:
International media
Type of publications related to Leaflet, flyer, Poster, Rollup, Booklet
the event/course:
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Type of online presence:

Webpage, Blog, Facebook page, Youtube, Vimeo or
similar channel or upload, LinkedIn page, newsletter,
Twitter, Courseware (for exapmple moodle)
The target groups of the Those who may participate in the upcoming
dissemination:
competition/course, those who currently participate, those
who organize or lecture in current competition/course,
current business partners/sponsors, Decision makers of the
political landscape
The goals of the dissemination: It was an obligatory part of the competition/course. Let the
wider public know what happened, what were the results.
Getting more supporters to provide the financial condition,
increase the financial support.

FEEDBACK
The possibilities to provide feedback:

offline evaluation form, online evaluation form,
interview, informal comments and review:
https://medium.com/@mkulse/educationalimpact-me310-global-design-innovationcourse-582cd10875e7
The respondents:
students/attendee, organizers, public, sponsors
Number of feedbacks:
More than 100
The form of the evaluation of feedbacks: Results were part of the (public) report. Increase
quality, infrastructure of the competition/course.
Increase efficiency of the competition/course.
Press review:
All press releases were followed.
Satisfaction surveys with the participants: All of the participants were surveyed.

INCREASE
During or the result of the competition/course
experienced improvement was in the connections
between:
In the focus of the competition/course was to change
or improve the impact on the following social impact
areas:

organizers and students, organizers
and sponsors, organizers and
partners
people’s way of life, people’s
culture,
people’s
community,
people’s political systems, people’s
environment, people’s health and
wellbeing, people’s personal and
property rights, people’s fears and
aspirations
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Case study 3: Balloon Chile
ORGANIZATION
During
the
organization
of
the
competition/course/case study the marketing and
public relations strategy, financial strategy, facility
strategy, human relations strategy contained:

The marketing and public relations
strategy: activities and calendar
The financial strategy: costs
The facility strategy: objectives
The human relations strategy:
responsibilities, costs
The difference between the number of planned and between 24% and 10%
real participants?

RECRUITMENT
Channels used for recruiting participants:
Channels used for recruiting organizers:
Channels
used
for
recruiting
sponsors/supporters:

personal contacts/invitation
personal contacts/invitation
personal
contacts/invitation,
one
sponsor/supporter recommends another, cold
calls
Selection methods used in the recruitment Invitation and filtering
process:
Communication forms used with applicants: Continuous news
Motivators used during recruitment:
Honor, Intangible goods
The minimum requirements to apply are speaking Spanish and over 21 years old.
They don't need to have prior knowledge in business, or to know the methodologies of
innovation and entrepreneurship. They receive intensive program of innovation and
entrepreneurship that is characterized as a course in the field.
For applicants, it is not required to have a company or business. They will learn
methodologies. Our program's mission is to create new and better business for local
entrepreneurs through the co-creative work with fellow entrepreneur.

IMPLEMENTATION
The specified objectives are partly satisfied.
All planned tasks/achieving scopes are tracked, and the experiences are applied to the next
implementation.
The deadlines are kept and/or the delays were handled.
The budget was kept.
Twice a year. This 2015 is special as we will make an exception: 3 programs. It is special
because the format is not the typical balloon 5 weeks, it will be a program that will take place
in conjunction with the school engineer UC, in which father-son with previous training make
an intervention.
Once applicants are accepted, they have two weeks to reserve your seat by paying 500 USD,
after it paid two installments more than equal to the remaining amount. We do this in the
reservation quota, because space is limited and we received over 150 applications per
program.

DISSEMINATION
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The number of people how
worked on the dissemination:
Type of advertising spaces used
thorough the dissemination:

Two or three members of the staff worked on
dissemination.
outdoor advertising (poster, bulletin board), banner (add in
any online media), social/online media sharing, direct mail
(mail or email sent, based on existing address list)
The number of media channels over 50
used to disseminate results:
Type of publications related to Leaflet, flyer, Poster
the event/course:
Type of online presence:
Webpage, Blog, Facebook page, newsletter, Twitter
The target groups of the For current business partners/sponsors.
dissemination:
The goals of the dissemination: It was an obligatory part of the competition/course. Let the
wider public know what happened, what were the results.

FEEDBACK
The possibilities to provide feedback:
The respondents:
Number of feedbacks:
The form of the evaluation of feedbacks:

online evaluation form,
students/attendee, jury, sponsors
0-50
Increase quality, infrastructure of the
competition/course. Increase efficiency of the
competition/course.
Press review:
All press releases were followed.
Satisfaction surveys with the participants: All of the participants were surveyed and results
were used in refining further feedbacks.
„After each program we evaluate surveys: classes, equipment, scheduling, logistics,
activities, classes, etc make a "down" about everything lived and so we try to see the positive
and the negative of the balloon, for so increasingly go improving it and make it better. we
also do innovations for all programs so that the program can benefit more people and fellows
for an even more transformative experience.”

INCREASE
During or the result of the competition/course
experienced improvement was in the connections
between:
In the focus of the competition/course was to change
or improve the impact on the following social impact
areas:

organizers and students, organizers
and sponsors, organizers and
partners
people’s
community,
people’s
political
systems,
people’s
environment, people’s fears and
aspirations
Local entrepreneurs should attend 9 classes. After that, the fellows chose the best project
(business idea) to be presented at the final ceremony.
Entrepreneurs achieve contacts better defining their value proposition, greater knowledge of
their business and customers, networking, and validates its business. They aware what they
do is valuable for society and that can become your source of income.
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Proposals for the applicable methodology/ies to
different types of competitions identified during the
research
As we can see in the table (the distribution of delivered product of best competitions according
to the internationality of stakeholders) in the case of international and European competitions
the new personal contacts, the know-how and the money were the mostly delivered product in
the end of the competition. In the case of the national competitions beside the above mentioned
product they delivered also brochure. Also we can mention that in the case of regional
competitions the number or the occurrence of delivered product more less than in the other
cases.

5. Figure: The delivered product according to the internationality
Also based on the examination of the distribution of financial sources in the case of best
competitions (according to the internationality of stakeholders) we can see in the table that the
international competition used better sponsorship and partner offering. While the European
competitions better used own saving as a financial sources. The smallest competitions preferred
less the “outside” help.

6. Figure: Financial sources according to the internationality
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Evaluation according to the dimensions and the internationality of stakeholders:
Dimension means

Organi- Recruit- Implementa- Dissemi- Feedback
zation
ment
tion
nation
1.89
2.25
2.04
2.00
International Total 2.00
BP
2.60
1.97
2.17
2.15
1.82
Total 2.21
1.75
2.28
2.06
1.48
European
BP
2.20
2.25
2.54
2.27
1.61
Total 1.90
1.76
2.17
1.74
1.45
National
BP
1.73
1.94
2.42
1.80
1.44
Total 0.90
1.25
2.00
2.00
1.50
Regional/
Local
BP
1.90
1.50
2.25
1.25
2.00
1. Table: The evaluation of dimension according to the internationality

Increase
2.25
2.42
2.15
2.13
2.24
2.33
1.90
2.00

As we can see in the table the international competitions got the highest evaluation (red color)
in the case of “Organization” and “Increase” dimension. Also interesting that the European
competition got the highest evaluation in the case of “Recruitment”, “Implementation” and
“Dissemination”. We have to highlight that in the case of the regional/local competitions the
“Feedback” dimension got the highest evaluation. Also we can see in the table that the national
competitions did not reach in a single category the highest evaluation.
Unforeseen factors to take into consideration are:
- Organisational factors: no-shows/drop-outs of (semi) finalists or during the
training phase, technical issues with the entry platform, language barriers
- Financial factors: sudden expenses
- Content related factors: poor quality of the applications
Good advice to take into account when organising the I-SICS competition:
- Ensure continuous communication with participants.
- Provide in clear contest rules.
- Ensure there is enough time for participants to prepare their proposals.
- Sign sponsor contracts before announcing the contest towards possible
applicants.
- Communicate on the awards when launching the competition.
- Look for mentors who can offer quality guidance.
Elements to consider when organising the I-SICS competition (if possible):
- National strategies for the selection criteria and establishing a jury of experts
- The idea of pitching in front of a jury
- Give the awards (and the competition in general) specific and attractive
names
- Have participants submit a general idea first, then select those entries which
have to be turned into a business concept.
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Proposed methodology to be applied in the course of
project I-SICS
We considered the following requirements:
 The role of „framework” during the organization: It is important to use framework
during the planning of organizational strategies,
 The broad extension/number of communication channels during the different phases of
recruitment – we will use mostly:
Channels for recruiting Channels for recruiting Channels
for
recruiting
participants:
organizers:
sponsors/supporters :
• personal
contacts/ • experienced/former
• personal
invitation;
organizer team
contacts/invitation;
• online application;
• personal
• one
sponsor/supporter
contacts/invitation
recommends another;
• offline application
• online application
• cold calls;
• advertisement
 Necessity of selection method, and motivators – we will use:
Motivators used during recruitment: Communication form with applicants:
• Honor;
• Continuous personalized news
• Intangible goods


The significance of feedback and collection of experiences based on the
implementation:
Target group of dissemination:
• For those who may participate in the upcoming competition/course;
• For those who currently participate;
• For those who organize or lecture in current competition/course;
• For current business partners/sponsors;
• For business players we don’t have a partnership at the moment
• Decision makers of the political landscape



The target group and the forms of feedback, and satistfaction survey
Forms of feedback will be:
• offline evaluation form



Target group of feedback will be:
• students/attendee;
• organizers;
• jury

The broad social focus of the competition.
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Other requirements:
1. Team composition
- Minimum 3 students/adult learners + 1 mentor from each partners (total: 3x6=18
students/adult learners, and 1x6=6 mentor).
- Need to choose the 3 best ideas/projects on regional level, and the project could be
individually prepared or based on team work.
The competition concept will not regulate the team compositions on regional level, but the
following indicators need to be take into consideration:
- at least 15 people to train,
- at least 10 project ideas/partner,
- 3 projects and 3 participants on regional level
- 1 mentor/partner
2. Training of students
- 50 academic hours/partners to train students, and to make 4 workshops.
- Partner need to prove that the students attended on the training and on the workshops:
signature lists, photos and program as evidence from each partner
- Training/teaching slides need to make in national languages.
- Partners need to provide existing project ideas, and at least 10 project ideas/partner as
an evidence.
o Content of template: name, title, social need - relevancies, description of the
program - activities, social impact – objective, target group, contact details
3. Recruitment
General documents and inputs of process:
- Poster:
- 2. newsletter (general, online):
o Content: recruitment of applicants, selection criteria, short description.
- Recruitment brochure (concreate, printed, for participants):
o Content: call for the competition, competition rules, and information about the
ideas, about the training, information of national and international competition.
- Competition website, competition logo
o Content of the website: regional competition details, international competition
details, assessment criteria.
- Social media pages
o 1 Facebook page will be made
4. Implementation of the competition:
- At least 10 project ideas need to provide
- The evaluation of full project plans by the jury will be based on the Module 7 criteria
of SEE project (with 70% weight), presentation of project (with 30% weight), jury will
evaluate the presentation and the Executive summary, and also have to read the full
project plans, and all mentioned documents will be available for the jury.
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5. Jury selection
- Partnership will delegate at least 3 jury members and the 4th jury member will represent
the partnership - and few additional places for sponsors will be open too
- On regional competition level at least 3 jury members need to be involved.
- Mentor cannot be a jury member.
6. Potential awards
- On regional level of competitions the potential awards could be communication
opportunities, coaching, dissemination opportunities, conference opportunities, money.
7. Other informations:
- Competitors need to be in the age of 18+
- Pre-selection phase: partners need to send the name of representatives of every projects,
the “Executive summary” of projects in English to the organizers of International
competition (the whole executive summary need to be max 3 pages).
- In order to organize the International competition need to provide the availability of
accommodation and other organizational information.
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1. Attachment
GENERAL INFORMATIONS
Title of the competition/course:
Website of the competition/course:
Provider organization
Website of the host organisation
Contact person and contact detail
(E-mail/Tel/Fax)
Date of assessment
Description of the
competition/course
Aim/scope
Name of the partner institution
filling in this document
Notes:
In case of events with a history, focus will be on the event last organised.
The assessment tool focuses on the organizational issues of student competitions, courses and
case studies as well.
If a question seems to be irrelevant in the topic of your assessment, it is possible to ignore the
answer.

ORGANIZATION

During the organization of the
competition/course our marketing and
public relations strategy contained:
N/A
During the organization of the
competition/course our financial strategy
contained:

Put "X" next to the relevant categories
objectives
activities and calendar
responsibilities
costs
We used a framework.
I do not wish to answer the question or the
question is not applicable in this indicator.
Put "X" next to the relevant categories
objectives
activities and calendar
responsibilities
costs
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During the organization of the
competition/course our facility strategy
contained:

During the organization of the
competition/course our human relations
strategy contained:

How many percent were the difference
between the number of planned and real
participants?

We used a framework.
I do not wish to answer the question or the
N/A
question is not applicable in this indicator.
Put "X" next to the relevant categories
objectives
activities and calendar
responsibilities
costs
We used a framework.
I do not wish to answer the question or the
N/A
question is not applicable in this indicator.
Put "X" next to the relevant categories
objectives
activities and calendar
responsibilities
costs
We used a framework.
I do not wish to answer the question or the
N/A
question is not applicable in this indicator.
Value
Description
0
more than 50%
1
between 50% and 25%
2
between 24% and 10%
3
less than 10%
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be
N/A
read in this question for the event/course/case
study.

Useful informations for the future's I-SICS competition
Were there offical contest rules? (if so,
please add them as an attachment to this
document)

Put "X" next to the relevant categories
Yes
No
Open question 1

How much time before the registration
deadline did the first call towards the
participants send?
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Open question 2
If there were official contest rules, please
summarize the main aspects/dimensions
of the rules.
RECRUITMENT

Channels used for recruiting participants:

N/A

Channels used for recruiting organizers:

N/A

Channels used for recruiting
sponsors/supporters:
N/A

Motivators used during recruitment:
N/A

Put "X" next to the relevant categories
personal contacts/invitation
offline application
online application
headhunters
other (Please fill the comment box!)
I do not wish to answer the question or the
question is not applicable in this indicator.
Put "X" next to the relevant categories
experienced/former organizer team
personal contacts/invitation
offline application
online application
other (Please fill the comment box!)
I do not wish to answer the question or the
question is not applicable in this indicator.
Put "X" next to the relevant categories
personal contacts/invitation
one sponsor/supporter recommends another
cold calls
advertisement
other (Please fill the comment box!)
I do not wish to answer the question or the
question is not applicable in this indicator.
Put "X" next to the relevant categories
Honor
Intangible goods
Material goods
other (Please fill the comment box!)
I do not wish to answer the question or the
question is not applicable in this indicator.
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Value
0
1
2
3

Communication forms used with
applicants:

N/A
Value
0
1
Selection methods used in the recruitment
2
process:
3
N/A

Description
No communication
Eventual news
Continuous news
Continuous personalized news
I do not wish to answer the question or the
question is not applicable in this indicator.
Description
No selection method applied.
Pre-filtering
Invitation
Invitation and filtering
I do not wish to answer the question or the
question is not applicable in this indicator.

Useful informations for the future's I-SICS competition
Open question 1
Were participants required to have a
certain background or knowledge? If so,
which kind of background or knowledge?
Open question 2
Was it possible to participate as a team?
And if so, how many persons were
included in the teams?
Open question 3
At what point of the process were
aplicants oliged to submit the initial idea
and the formal proposal or project?
IMPLEMENTATION
Value
0
The degree of fulfillment of specified
objectives (event/course/case study).

1
2
3

Description
There were no specified objectives or the
specified scopes are slightly satisfied.
The specified objectives are partly satisfied.
The specified objectives are satisfied.
The specified objectives are fully satisfied, and
other unspecified significant results or value
additions are performed.
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Value
0
1
The implementation (of event/course/case
2
study) was tracked, and the possible
deviances from the plan/scopes were
3
handled.

The specified deadlines were kept.

The specified budget was kept.

Description
The implementation was not tracked.
Only the milestones were tracked.
All planned tasks/achieving scopes are tracked.
All planned tasks/achieving scopes are tracked, and
the experiences are applied to the next
implementation.
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be
N/A
read in this question for thecompetition/course.
Value
Description
There were no specified deadlines or rest of the
0
deadlines delayed significantly.
The specified deadlines are partly kept, however
1
relevant activities are delayed.
The deadlines are kept and/or the delays were
2
handled.
The specified activities have been achieved before
3
deadline and the possible extra activities are
scheduled within the deadline.
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be
N/A
read in this question for the competition/course.
Value
Description
The budget was not clearly specified or the budget
0
exceeded seriously.
1
The planned budget slightly exceeded.
2
The budget was kept.
The budget was kept and savings can be allocated to
3
the implementation of the next competition/course.
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be
N/A
read in this question for the competition/course.

Useful informations for the future's I-SICS competition
Open question 1
How often is the competition organised
and implemented?
Open question 2
When was the first competition?
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Open question 3
Were participants asked to register first or
did they just have to submit their
contribution? Were there any additional
benefits for participants who registered
first?
Open question 4
Describe how participants had to submit
their contribution (online/by mail…)?
Open question 5
Was there a final event to give the awards
to participants or present the results of the
winning participants? And if so:
- How much time was foreseen between
submitting contributions and the final
event?
- What did the program of this event look
like?
- Who was invited to this event and how?
DISSEMINATION

How many people worked
on the dissemination?

Value
0
1

Description
No dedicated member.
One person worked on dissemination.

2

Two or three members of the staff worked on dissemination.

3

More than 3 members of the staff worked on dissemination.

N/A

I do not wish to answer the question or can not be read in this
question for the competition/course.
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Put "X" next to the relevant categories
printed media
outdoor advertising (poster, bulletin board)
banner (add in any online media)
television advertisement
social/online media sharing
radio advertisement
direct mail (mail or email sent, based on existing address list)

What kind of advertising
spaces were used thorough
the dissemination?

other (Please fill the comment box!)

Value
0
1

I do not wish to answer the question or can not be read in this
question for the competition/course.
Description
Don’t have press list.
1-10
11-50
over 50
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be read in this
question for the competition/course.
Description
We don’t have press list.
Local media/regional media
National media
International media
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be read in this
question for the competition/course.
Description
Didn’t had any press release.
Only one press release, before or after the competition/course.

2

Two press releases before and after the competition/course.

3

More than 2 press releases.
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be read in this
question for the competition/course.

N/A
Value
0
1
How big is your press list?
(number of media channels
2
used to disseminate results)
3
N/A
Value
0
1
What kind of media did you
have on your press list, based
2
on regional coverage?
3
N/A

How many press releases did
you have related to the
event/course?

N/A
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What kind of publications
did you have related to the
event/course?
N/A

What was the regional
coverage of publication
related to the event/course?

Value
0
1
2
3
N/A

What kind of online presence
had the course/event?

N/A

What were the target groups
of the dissemination? Who
did you want to reach with
the dissemination?

Put "X" next to the relevant categories
Leaflet, flyer
Poster
Rollup
Booklet
other (Please fill the comment box!)
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be read in this
question for the competition/course.
Description
There was no dissemination.
Local/region wide
National
International wide
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be read in this
question for the competition/course.
Put "X" next to the relevant categories
Webpage
Blog
Facebook page
Youtube Vimeo or similar channel or uploads
LinkedIn page
newsletter
Twitter
Courseware (for exapmple moodle)
other (Please fill the comment box!)
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be read in this
question for the competition/course.
Put "X" next to the relevant categories
For those who may participate in the upcoming
competition/course.
For those who currently participate.
For those who organize or lecture in current competition/course.

N/A

For current business partners/sponsors.
For business players we don’t have a partnership at the moment.
Decision makers of the political landscape.
other (Please fill the comment box!)
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be read in this
question for the competition/course.
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Put "X" next to the relevant categories
It was an obligatory part of the competition/course.
The goal was to promote the competition/course, increase
acceptance, getting students/attendants for the future.
What were the goals of the
dissemination?

Let the wider public know what happened, what were the results.

N/A

Getting more supporters to provide the financial condition,
increase the financial support.
other (Please fill the comment box!)
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be read in this
question for the competition/course.

Useful informations for the future's I-SICS competition
Open question 1
Did the dissemination
yourself or did you
outsource?
FEEDBACK

What possibilities the respondents had to
provide feedback?

Put "X" next to the relevant categories
offline evaluation form
online ev form
interview
informal comments
other (Please fill the comment box!)
I do not wish to answer the question or can not
N/A
be read in this question for the
event/course/case study.
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Who were the respondents you asked
feedback from?

How many usable feedback did you
get back from the respondents?

How were the evaluated feedbacks
used?

were the press clippings rewieved?

Were there satisfaction surveys with
the participants?

Put "X" next to the relevant categories
students/attendee
jury
organizers
public
sponsors
other (Please fill the comment box!)
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be
N/A
read in this question for the event/course/case
study.
Value
Description
0
No feedback at all.
1
0–50
2
51–100
3
101I do not wish to answer the question or can not be
N/A
read in this question for the event/course/case
study.
Put "X" next to the relevant categories
Wasn’t used for anything.
Results were part of the (public) report.
Increase quality, infrastructure of the
competition/course.
Increase efficiency of the competition/course.
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be
N/A
read in this question for the competition/course.
Value
Description
0
Didn’t had any press review.
1
Some press releases were followed.
2
All press releases were followed.
All press releases were followed and results were
3
used in related competition/course.
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be
N/A
read in this question for the competition/course.
Value
Description
0
No.
1
Some of the participants were surveyed.
2
All of the participants were surveyed.
All of the participants were surveyed and results
3
were used in refining further feedbacks.
I do not wish to answer the question or can not be
N/A
read in this question for the competition/course.
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Useful informations for the future's I-SICS competition
Open question 1
In case the event has been organised
more than once, describe how
feedback has been implemented and
which kind of changes organisers
applied?
INCREASE
Value
Description
0
Totally insufficient
1
Less than needed
How would you evaluate the number of
2
Adequate
applicants of the competition/course?
3
More than needed
I do not wish to answer the question or can not
N/A
be read in this question for the
competition/course.
Value
Description
0
Totally insufficient
1
Less than needed
How would you evaluate the number of
2
Adequate
competitors of the competition/course?
3
More than needed
I do not wish to answer the question or can not
N/A
be read in this question for the
competition/course.
Value
Description
0
Totally insufficient
1
Less than needed
How would you evaluate the increase of
2
Adequate
competition/course budget?
3
More than needed
I do not wish to answer the question or can not
N/A
be read in this question for the
competition/course.
Put "X" next to the relevant categories
students
organizers and students
During or the result of the competition/course
organizers and sponsors
we experienced improvement in the
organizers and partners
connections between:
organizers and guests
I do not wish to answer the question or can not
N/A
be read in this question for the
event/course/case study.
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Put "X" next to the relevant categories
people’s way of life
people’s culture
people’s community
people’s political systems
In the focus of the competition/course was
people’s environment
to change or improve the impact on the
people’s health and wellbeing
following social impact areas:
people’s personal and property rights
people’s fears and aspirations
I do not wish to answer the question or can
N/A
not be read in this question for the
event/course/case study.
GEOGRAPHIC CONTEXT
Value

The provider organization's country.

Put "X" next to the most dominant category
Local
Regional
Internationality of stakeholders
National
European
International
INDUSTRIAL ASPECTS
Put "X" next to the relevant categories
Accommodation and Food Service
Activities
Activities of Extraterritorial Organisations
and Bodies
Activities of Households as Employers
Administrative and Support Service
Which possible industrial aspects and
Activities
connections of social innovation can be
identified?
Agriculture, Forestry and Fishing
Arts, Entertainment and Recreation
Construction
Education
Electricity, Gas, Steam and Air
Conditioning Supply
Financial and Insurance Activities
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Human Health and Social Work Activities
Information and Communication
Manufacturing
Mining and Quarrying
Other Service Activities
Professional, Scientific and Technical
Activities
Public Administration and Defence,
Compulsory Social Security
Real Estate Activities
DELIVERED SERVICE/PRODUCT
Put "X" next to the relevant categories
money
know how
standard
Delivered service/product
brochure
book
new personal contacts
tradition creation/care
new knowledge sharing system
Useful informations for the future's I-SICS competition
Open question 1
Describe the type of product or service
which was to be delivered by the particpants
(in case of competition)!
Open question 2
In case of a competition: which prizes were
foreseen?
Open question 3
In case of a competition: was there a jury
and if so, please answer the following
questions:
- What was the profile of this jury?
- How was this jury contacted and asked for
their participation?
- How was this jury selected?
- Did they receive a reward for being a jury
member?
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FINANCIALS
Put "X" next to the relevant categories
foundation
grant
bank loan
sponsorship
partner offering
private donation
own savings
participation fee

Financing sources

Useful informations for the future's I-SICS competition
Open question 1
What was the foreseen budget by the
organisers?
Open question 2
promotion and communication
awards
staff costs
organisational costs (rent rooms etc.)
other (define here: …)

How was this budget spent? (%)

Open question 3
In case of sponsoring, how much of the
budget came from sponsors in comparison
with the own budget?

own budget
sponsoring

Open question 4
In case of sponsoring, describe how sponsors
were approached and attracted to participate.
Open question 5
What was the profile of the sponsors?
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CONCLUSION
Open question 1
Which unforeseen factors came up which
were not taken into account when organising
the competition?
Open question 2
In case you talked directly to the organiser
of this case study, which good advice
towards the organisation of the I-SICS
competition did he/she give you?
Open question 3
Which aspects of this case study should we
take with us in I-SICS?
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